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Summary

The relative priority of Russia as a national security concern has fallen substantially since the end of the Cold War. Accordingly, the Intelligence Community’s (IC’s) efforts to monitor Russia have declined, and more of its resources have been devoted to other concerns, such as Afghanistan, Iraq, global terrorism, China, and the Middle East. However, since 2008, Russia’s military has embarked on an extensive modernization program designed to overcome the shortfalls in readiness, competence, sustainability, and deployability that impeded its operations in Chechnya and Georgia. Subsequent changes in logistics and operational capability have presented the IC and decisionmakers with new challenges in warning about and responding to potential Russian aggression. Russian operations in Georgia, Ukraine, and Syria have demonstrated improved operational concepts and capabilities, including denial and deception activities and unconventional warfare designed to operate below U.S. and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) response thresholds; they are also intended to condition allied responses to new operational patterns and deployments. If successful, these activities could inhibit the IC’s ability to assess Russia’s intentions and courses of action within the timelines necessary to formulate effective responses.

Providing warning of potential aggression by hostile nations has proven difficult for a variety of reasons, regardless of country or region. The difficulty of gaining insight into leadership intentions is a primary factor in this challenge. The limits to warning capabilities are magnified further by analyst and decisionmaker biases and a warning system that does not function consistently and may even present multiple assessments of the same situation from different organizations. In the end, warning is more art than science. Even when the warning system’s elements work together effectively, it may be difficult to determine success or failure. A late or delayed decision from adversary leaders may confound warning and leave little time for U.S. and allied decisionmakers to respond. Moreover, a timely warning and response may change an enemy’s behavior in ways that are not apparent to either the IC or decisionmakers, thus raising the prospect of the “cry wolf” syndrome or an alarmist IC.

Some decisionmakers, particularly within the Department of Defense, have raised concerns about the IC’s ability to warn of future Russian activities in light of Russia’s modernization and operations. Its reemergence as a national security priority stems from the potential for aggression on NATO’s eastern flank and the corresponding threat posed to multiple NATO allies. In light of recent Russian operations and the uncertainty that accompanied them, U.S. decisionmakers are examining avenues for improving the IC’s ability to provide timely warning of Russian aggression and coercion.1

Understanding Soviet and Russian leadership is a core challenge that complicates warning of potential Russian actions. This problem endures and compounds U.S. warning challenges because of Russia’s geographic proximity to many of the areas where its forces have been committed or may be committed in the future. Other factors, such as denial and deception efforts and attempts to decrease U.S. and NATO sensitivity by routinizing military deployments and preparations, reduce the diagnostic value of indicators necessary for warning. These activities are designed to work together to impede or delay effective warning. With other high-priority issues competing for decisionmakers’ attention and intelligence resources, the problem of potential Russian aggression against the Baltics is arguably the most challenging warning dilemma facing the IC and decisionmakers today.

This study examines six Soviet and Russian events that have occurred in the past 50 years that highlight some of these problems as they pertain to current concerns about aggression on NATO’s eastern flank: (1) the Cuban missile crisis, (2) the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, (3) the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, (4) the Russian invasion of Georgia, (5) Russia’s invasion of Crimea and operations in eastern Ukraine, and (6) Russia’s deployment to Syria. Although some of these events, particularly Russia’s invasion of Georgia and the three events that preceded it, have been characterized as warning failures, policymakers and the IC do not agree on the extent of the failures or their primary causes. Some senior government leaders have labeled the two most recent events—Russia’s invasion of Crimea and its deployment to Syria—as failures, but others, including members of the White House staff and the Director of National Intelligence, did not see them as such.

This study does not provide a scorecard. It does not attempt to judge whether the IC warned successfully or failed in warning of the events considered. Nor does it attach blame to either policymakers or the IC. All too often, warning is treated as a binary issue and categorized as either a success or a failure. Many studies of warning assign blame to either the IC for missing key events and decisions or to policymakers for not acting upon an IC warning. The warning events highlighted in this study demonstrate that these clear-cut distinctions are often difficult, if not impossible, to make, and disagreements among an event’s key participants often remain unresolved.

This report provides an overview of relevant factors in the selected warning events. It seeks to identify continuity in Russian operational practices and long-standing IC challenges that can be used to inform current efforts to improve warning. The report also addresses the many developments that have shaped warning since the fall of the Soviet Union and the beginning of Russia’s military modernization efforts. These changes include major shifts in Russia’s priority

for U.S. policymakers and the IC effort devoted to both warning in general and the Russian situation. This study identifies several themes concerning continuities and discontinuities and distills the findings into recommendations for improving Russia-related warning, primarily as it applies to NATO’s eastern flank.

There is an extensive body of literature detailing the events examined in this study from a variety of perspectives, which have been used here to distill several themes. These themes identify areas where the IC has had success and areas where it has been challenged, including (1) Soviet/Russian conditioning of expectations through the use of exercises, (2) Soviet/Russian denial and deception, (3) the U.S. ability to monitor critical information and indicators, (4) U.S. inability to gain access to and misreading of Soviet/Russian intent, and (5) Soviet/Russian use of indirect action.

Russia’s ability to condition expectations and implement denial and deception measures played a role in limiting decisionmakers’ and the IC’s understanding of leadership intent in each event. Furthermore, in several events, significant information and corresponding indicators were available, but Soviet and Russian intentions were unclear or misread. Indirect action—a strategy that attempts to neutralize enemy actions through the use of nonmilitary or unconventional warfare methods, including information warfare—was present in four of the six events, but it consistently has not provided diagnostic indicators that led to advanced warning of larger operations. This does not mean that activities associated with indirect action will not provide diagnostic value for warning in the future. It only reflects how these activities were contextualized and understood for warning purposes in these events. In-depth research and analysis into indirect actions and their historical use may provide new insights relevant to improving warning.

Although the IC has fewer resources dedicated to Russia and the former Soviet Union than it had during the Cold War, in each of the events discussed in this report, the IC was able to monitor key activities that pointed to potential crisis. At no point was the IC surprised by a Soviet or Russian “bolt from the blue.” In fact, the IC monitored force buildups, deployments, and readiness changes and was aware that Russian use of force was a possible course of action in each crisis. The key shortfall in each event was understanding Soviet and Russian leaders’ intentions and identifying when those leaders finally decided to act. These two factors were generally not identified in time to permit decisionmakers to deter Soviet/Russian actions or respond immediately.

The themes identified in the warning events are not new, but they highlight the need for renewed emphasis on rebuilding expertise in this critical region, improving collection and analysis capabilities, and emphasizing key elements of analytic tradecraft that might improve warning. As Russia’s relative priority within the IC evolves, the IC will face competing demands to support current intelligence and military planning. Actions necessary for warning frequently do

---

not conform to immediate needs, so if improving warning is an actual priority, decisionmakers must ensure that the IC has adequate resources to rebuild the tools necessary for meeting this objective.

The insights derived from the examples presented here should help decisionmakers and commanders set boundaries for what they realistically can expect from warning. Even in cases where intelligence reporting and analysis are well-positioned, U.S. and NATO decisionmakers will frequently be faced with significant ambiguity. Delaying decisions for additional clarification or “unambiguous” warning will limit decision space and will consume much-needed time to develop and deploy options. Many of the Soviet/Russian decisions outlined in this study occurred late in a crisis. Knowing that this may well be the case in the future, decisionmakers and commanders will need to have war-gamed and considered potential outcomes and responses prior to the onset of crises in order to improve the possibility for a timely response.

Warning can be improved in several ways, including (1) rebuilding the IC’s ability to provide in-depth coverage; (2) creating, utilizing, and maintaining improved warning indicators that cover both military and nonmilitary activities; (3) developing focused training for IC collectors and analysts, particularly in warning tradecraft and adversary denial and deception practices; (4) building and leveraging experience and expertise within and outside of the IC; (5) increasing research into how Russia transitions its military, economy, and population from peace to war. Improvement will not be a short-term endeavor. Any success that emerges from implementing these recommendations will require time and vision. In scenarios like the situation in the Baltics, the gains derived from improved warning likely will not be enough to enable immediate responses to Russian operations. This highlights a core element of the warning dilemma: In the absence of in-depth analysis, experience, and adequate resources, warning failure is a high-probability outcome, if not a near certainty. Even with significant resources, deep understanding of the target, and a well-developed system, warning is often contingent upon access to information on adversary intent, which generally is opaque and often changes as leaders reevaluate the overall situation and the courses of action available to them. Thus, while improvements in analysis and collection will guard against outright failure, they will not guarantee success.

Warning is not solely an intelligence function. Policymakers can contribute to improving the warning process in several ways, including (1) communicating more-clearly-defined priorities, (2) setting and maintaining realistic expectations for what warning can provide in the policy process, and (3) considering and developing realistic options prior to actual crises. Warning is essential for both providing the time necessary to make decisions and the quality of the decisions ultimately made. Less time and poor information are likely to have direct, negative effects on crisis decisionmaking.

Effective warning requires active engagement by all the decisionmakers involved. Improved warning will do little if the will and resources necessary for an appropriate response are not present. In some of the events studied here, e.g., the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, even if
policymakers had received what they would categorize as adequate warning, it is unclear what practical options were available. Today, this is true regarding NATO’s eastern flank. Without an increase in the overall force posture and readiness to respond in the event of Russian aggression, improved warning will have little positive overall effect. It cannot make up for a perceived lack of will or an inability to respond because of resource constraints. The time between a Russian decision and the beginning of an operation could be short—as analysis of earlier events suggests, it could be as little as two weeks or even less. As Russia continues to improve the speed with which it can mobilize and deploy its forces, these timelines are likely to become shorter. In areas where there is already an overwhelming Russian advantage, increased warning lead times will be highly unlikely, and marginal improvements in warning will offer little value to policymakers and commanders. Bolstering the U.S. and NATO posture will remain the best option for deterring future Russian aggression in the Baltics.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COA</td>
<td>course of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI</td>
<td>Director of Central Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCID</td>
<td>Director of Central Intelligence Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Intelligence Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD</td>
<td>Intelligence Community Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIE</td>
<td>National Intelligence Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIO-W</td>
<td>National Intelligence Officer for Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFAF</td>
<td>Russian Federation Armed Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNIE</td>
<td>Special National Intelligence Estimate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction: The Warning Dilemma

Since the Intelligence Community’s (IC’s)\(^1\) inception, warning has been one of its highest priorities. However, the IC has had to balance multiple competing priorities to identify and monitor enduring and emerging threats to U.S. national security. Recognizing the need to prevent surprise attacks, its foremost function has been and remains alerting U.S. and allied leaders of potential dangers. Over the course of its existence, the IC has generally been successful; however, some notable failures have led senior policymakers and IC leaders to periodically reexamine, reassess, and reorient the IC’s organization, resources, and priorities in light of emerging threats, changes in the security environment, and shifting policy priorities.\(^2\) A prominent example of the IC’s introspection into and reform of its warning structure resulted from its failure to warn of Iraq’s 1991 invasion of Kuwait.\(^3\) Immediately following that invasion, the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) established a task force to examine the IC’s organization and practices for providing warning. The task force also provided recommendations on how warning should be performed in the future to meet policymakers’ needs in an international environment that would be vastly different from the Cold War alignment that had long defined U.S. policy and intelligence focus.\(^4\)

As priorities and requirements have changed over time, the IC has reoriented its limited resources to focus on what policymakers have identified as their most pressing needs. These

---

\(^{1}\) The IC comprises all analysts, managers, and senior leaders within the 16 U.S. government agencies that conduct intelligence activities and the military departments.


\(^{3}\) See DCI, *DCI Task Force Report: Improving Intelligence Warning*, May 29, 1992, approved for public release April 25, 2012, p. 2. This report noted that “except for the priority requirement of a military attack on the U.S. or its allies by the former Soviet Union, the National Intelligence Community has never seriously attempted to establish dedicated analytical programs for intelligence warning on a global scale.” The report identified continued difficulties with the IC’s organization despite previous efforts outlining organizational responsibilities (p. 4), and it contended that for warning, “no such ‘system’ currently exists and the National Warning System is more of an illusion than a reality.”

\(^{4}\) See DCI, 1992, p. 4.
shifts have at times entailed accepting increased risk in order to balance resources among competing demands.

The reform efforts highlight the dilemma that faces policymakers and IC leaders: In the absence of in-depth analysis, experience, and adequate resources, the probability of warning failure increases. As policymaker priorities adapt to new threats and concerns, the IC must ensure that it meets decisionmakers’ dynamic needs. The DCI task-force report and subsequent studies of warning have demonstrated that this requires the IC to shift its collection and analysis resources to areas that may have received limited attention in the past. As priorities among intelligence targets change, collection requirements and capabilities change and analysts are asked to reorient their efforts. This dynamic landscape requires adaptable people and capabilities, conceivably at the expense of tailored collection efforts and regional expertise. Reconstituting these capabilities can be difficult and costly, and it is unlikely to be accomplished quickly.

Timely warning is often contingent upon access to information on opaque adversary intent that can change as foreign leaders reevaluate the overall situation and the courses of action (COAs) available to them. Building or rebuilding the capabilities necessary to provide timely warning generally requires a mix of additional resources, collection capabilities, and analytic expertise. These are not acquired quickly or without cost. The dilemma is that while the improvements will decrease the likelihood of outright failure, they will not guarantee success. The problem relates not only to cost-benefit factors of investing in improved warning capability, but also to the core issue of how decisionmakers and the IC define success and failure. In situations where early warning is received and decisionmakers have time to react, an adversary may modify its behavior and decide against taking immediate action. In such cases, a warning success may never be known—the situation may appear to be one where the IC “cried wolf.” Repeated warnings over time may also desensitize decisionmakers who believe that the adversary has not taken action. And while decisionmakers seek “early” warning, an adversary’s leaders may not make a final decision until relatively late in a crisis, thus limiting the ability to respond even if the IC is able to warn at the time of the adversary’s decision. Potentially costly and time-intensive efforts to build warning capabilities still may not be able to provide warning in enough time for decisionmakers to act.

---

5 In this report, decisionmakers include senior officials in policy roles across the government, commanders, and military planners.


7 McCreary, 1983, p. 75.
Warning About the Soviet Union and Russia: Then and Now

One of the DCI task force’s major findings was that the IC needs to focus on concerns that go beyond major conventional conflict and political instability in key states.8 In response to policymakers’ needs to address a host of new problems, including ethnic unrest, counternarcotics, and genocide, the IC shifted a significant part of its focus to identifying potential regional dynamics that might involve or threaten U.S. resources and personnel (e.g., in Somalia, Bosnia, West Africa, and Iraq). Concurrently, many of the capabilities directed toward the former Soviet Union were reoriented to other intelligence problems. Over time, the IC was given far fewer resources with which to monitor developments in Russia.

The warning evolution that occurred after the end of the Cold War underpins several major themes in this study. First, the expertise and understanding of Soviet military planning and the capabilities necessary for producing assessments required extensive time and resources to develop. These capabilities did not materialize on short notice, and the number and experience level of analysts dedicated to this central problem had grown significantly over time. The IC was able, over the course of long analysis, to obtain a deep level of understanding facilitated by extensive collection resources and guided by the wide-ranging expertise of analysts dedicated to the core warning problem of the day.9

The second theme involves the level of attention U.S. political and military leaders devoted to Russian activities as a matter of course during the Cold War. An extensive portion of the U.S. policy community and much of the military were focused on missions that in some way or another involved countering or deterring the Soviet Union or its allies. Thus, those responsible for responding to crises understood the problem and were supported by a force posture that provided significant response options.

A third theme is that regardless of how much expertise and attention was devoted to the problems of Cold War warning, the IC and policy communities had only limited understanding of Soviet intentions. This limitation became evident during several crises, including the Cuban missile crisis, the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The same lack of understanding has figured prominently in more-recent Russian actions in Georgia, Ukraine, and Syria. Its relevance remains and must be taken into account as the IC explores the steps it can take today to improve its warning capabilities against Russia.

In spite of the critical lack of understanding of Soviet leaders’ intentions, the United States had well-developed indicator lists and significant amounts of quality intelligence on Soviet force posture that indicated when there was a potential for hostilities. The IC closely monitored and

8 The report termed these traditional focus areas as “big W” types of warning problems.
reported on events in great detail as they progressed, and it placed even greater focus on events once they began to unfold. In none of the major crises was the community caught completely off guard. However, there was only limited direct intelligence on Soviet or Russian leadership intentions, and in several cases, intelligence analysts and policymakers did not agree on whether appropriate warning had been delivered. In other situations, policymakers delayed making decisions until they felt they had a sufficient level of certainty. The examples in this study demonstrate that effective warning is not merely the sum of a series of well-defined parts. Effective warning also generally cannot alleviate shortfalls in force posture and realistic policy options. If forces and planning are not in place and aligned to respond effectively, warning becomes an informational exercise. Warning should, therefore, always be thought of in the context of time requirements as time relates to leadership decisions, whether those decisions are being made by our adversaries or by our own leaders.

Background

Russian military operations since 2008 and more-recent “no-notice” military exercises that the Russian Federation Armed Forces (RFAF) re instituted in 2013 have raised concerns among senior U.S. and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) leaders that the IC’s ability to warn of Russian aggression has atrophied. This perceived shortcoming is seen as presenting significant risk to alliance leaders charged with protecting NATO’s eastern flank from future Russian military actions. Questions about the IC’s warnings of Russian military operations in Georgia, Crimea, eastern Ukraine, and Syria all contribute to an overarching concern among senior U.S. commanders that the IC’s ability to warn of future Russian actions is seriously challenged. In view of Russia’s significant efforts to address operational shortcomings highlighted in earlier events and an increasingly provocative and aggressive posture toward U.S. and NATO forces in the region, these concerns call into question NATO’s ability to deter or respond in a timely fashion to Russian aggression. Russian leaders seem to possess a highly centralized decisionmaking process that enables them to operate within the U.S. and NATO decision cycle. Furthermore, Russia’s physical proximity to potential conflict zones and the increased size and

10 For a recent example, see Eli Dickey, Noah Lake, and Christopher Shachtman, “Ex-CIA Chief: Why We Keep Getting Putin Wrong,” Daily Beast, March 2, 2014. For historical examples, see Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Strategic Warning & the Role of Intelligence: Lessons Learned from the 1968 Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia, Center for the Study of Intelligence, 2010; Donald P. Steury, ed., Sherman Kent and the Board of National Estimates: Collected Essays, Washington, D.C.: CIA, Center for the Study of Intelligence, 1994, pp. 175–188.

11 This study does not attempt to adjudicate these disagreements. Several press articles, interviews, and scholarly studies (including some by the IC) acknowledge disagreements about the effectiveness of warning in Czechoslovakia, Afghanistan, Georgia, and Ukraine.

improved readiness of its military provide it with many options that can be executed relatively quickly.13

This report assesses the challenges facing the IC and decisionmakers, particularly in providing advance notice of a major Russian military operation on NATO’s eastern flank. It also presents recommendations for improving shortfalls in existing capabilities. These recommendations are based on analysis of previous IC warning efforts that have had demonstrated success, particularly in cases where a target nation attempted to condition U.S. or allied responses or conduct denial and deception activities. The recommendations also urge senior policymakers and intelligence leaders to consider potential warning-posture tradeoffs and the extent to which early warning is an actual priority, as opposed to merely a stated priority.14

Warning is not solely an intelligence function—it requires active engagement on the part of policymakers and military commanders. Richard Betts, in a study on surprise attacks and their implications for military posture and planning, stated, “The common view is that surprise occurs because intelligence services fail to warn.”15 However, in many situations, “leaders in the victim state were warned that the enemy was marshalling the capabilities to strike but they did not react to the warning in ways that hindsight demonstrates were necessary.” The tendency, he argued, is to place the emphasis on warning and detection rather than response. In circumstances where warning needs improvement, reliance on it might create a sense of overconfidence that carries with it severe risks and potential consequences. The present study also addresses the limits of warning and the expectations that are reasonable when considering options to improve it.

Policymakers and military leaders who are the recipients of warning must ask the broader question: What constitutes successful warning? Each of the warning events involving the Soviet Union or Russia examined in this report raises questions about whether better policy responses could have been crafted if policymakers were given additional time. Was there sufficient time to craft a response or to gain acceptance among all the necessary alliance members or interested parties? Were the necessary forces and resources in locations that would enable a timely response? As these questions suggest, detection is only the initial point in this process. Warning and response are, by necessity, inextricably tied.


14 A stated goal is a desired endpoint toward which a specific system is oriented. However, the system may not have the requisite structure and resources to actually attain that goal. In this report, an actual goal of warning is to ensure that resources and structure are oriented to those tasks that are deemed most significant for improving warning on a regular basis. The distinction between stated and actual priorities is important when weighing the demand for current intelligence against intelligence resources devoted to in-depth research. See Russell Ackoff, “Towards a System of System Concepts,” Management Science, Vol. 17, No. 11, July 1971, pp. 661–671; C. Argyris, Knowledge for Action: A Guide to Overcoming Barriers to Operational Change, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1993.

Approach of This Study

This report relies heavily on historical sources and current press reporting for identifying and examining prominent themes in the context of current U.S. and NATO warning capabilities. Its conclusions are derived from several sources, including declassified intelligence assessments, historical studies of strategic warning and surprise, recent press reporting, war games that examine potential Russian COAs on NATO’s eastern flank, and recent studies on Russia’s military modernization. Warning is examined not only as a methodological and functional process, but also as a cognitive process in which decisionmakers receiving warning and the analysts providing it frame their analyses and decisions based on analogies, perceptions, and conceptual models. By identifying and understanding how these factors influenced previous events, we can determine the relative and practical limits of innovative strategies for enhancing warning.

The warning events examined in this study are not judged as successes or failures. Members of the IC and the decisionmakers with whom they serve are often at odds over the details of events: What information was available? When were key pieces of analysis prepared? When were they presented? Who received them and did they clearly warn? Adjudicating which view is correct is a historical endeavor heavily shaped by the perceptions of the actors involved. A simple examination of the record is unlikely to tell the entire story, and relying on the experiences and memory of key players can at times be problematic. Likewise, simply deferring to decisionmaker prerogatives may gloss over problems in the U.S. ability to respond and the constraints that led to those problems. One former senior IC official argued that the IC had done an adequate job of warning in the case of Russia’s invasion of Georgia; however, a senior policy customer did not have the same view.16

The outputs from the warning process must be understood within the broader context of warning as it has evolved following the end of the Cold War. Since 2010, the IC has undergone several organizational changes in the way it addresses warning, in particular, the disestablishment of the National Intelligence Officer for Warning (NIO-W) position and the National Intelligence Managers’ assumption of warning responsibilities in their respective regional or functional areas.17 This report does not discuss recent organizational developments in the U.S. warning system; however, it explores elements of the system to determine whether historical shortcomings were episodic or an inherent part of the warning business.18 Generally, we consider how warning is delivered at an institutional level, with relatively limited insight into

---

16 Interview with a former senior IC official.
17 The NIO-W position was instituted by DCI Directive in 1979 (DCI, Directive No. 1/5, National Intelligence Warning, May 23, 1979 [document superseded DCID No. 1/5, effective May 18, 1976]). This directive laid out the organizational construct for the National Intelligence Warning System and defined the NIO-W’s responsibilities.
18 Additional details on how warning is managed within the IC are given in Mark Cozad, “Strategic Warning: Organizing and Managing the Mission for the Current Era,” Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, unpublished.
the analytic processes that lead to outcomes.\textsuperscript{19} Because only limited information is available on how analysts made assessments and the factors that shaped their perspectives, we relied on the analytic products, with limited understanding of the specific perceptions and editorial judgments that shaped these products. However, understanding how the broader intelligence and warning processes shape analyst and policymaker approaches to warning-related issues would help to identify ways to improve U.S. warning capabilities.

Finally, the study examines the Soviet/Russian events in the context of the warning-response dynamic that Betts and other authors have highlighted.\textsuperscript{20} Renewed efforts to improve warning of Russian aggression should take advantage of the knowledge gained from earlier events. This study highlights several contextual differences in these events that should shape recommendations for the future. It raises questions about what the IC is being asked to provide as warning—mere detection or something more? Recent Russian operations in Georgia and Ukraine have highlighted the speed with which Russian actions have occurred or might occur in the future. They have also demonstrated a series of complex problems associated with potential U.S. and NATO responses, including current force posture, logistics, and alliance participation.\textsuperscript{21} Reflecting the information provided in this body of work, this study provides a realistic baseline regarding what policymakers and military commanders should expect from the IC in terms of warning.

**Organization of the Report**

Chapter 2 addresses past approaches of policymakers and planners to warning and how the IC structures warning problems. As the IC rebuilds its capacity for providing analysis on major conventional threats and great-power competitors, it will be necessary to identify the strengths and weaknesses of traditional approaches and methodologies, rather than simply applying historical examples to future events without considering the ways an adversary like Russia is evolving. It is also necessary to understand where the historical methodologies have fallen short before any practical and workable solutions can be considered.

\textsuperscript{19} Analytic bias is a major factor contributing to intelligence failures. Over the years, the IC has attempted to mitigate this bias through the use of structured analytic techniques and the development of analytic standards across agencies (see Richards J. Heuer, Jr., *Psychology of Intelligence Analysis*, Washington, D.C.: CIA, Center for the Study of Intelligence, 1999; Richards J. Heuer, Jr., and Randolph H. Pherson, *Structured Analytic Techniques for Intelligence Analysis*, Washington, D.C.: CQ Press College, 2010; Director of National Intelligence, *Intelligence Community Directive 203: Analytic Standards*, January 2, 2015). These practices have been adopted widely within the IC, except in the State Department Office of Intelligence and Research. However, to date, there has been no systematic study of whether they have improved analysis (see Stephen Artner, Rich Girven, and James Bruce, *Assessing the Value of Structured Analytic Techniques in the U.S. Intelligence Community*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1408-OSD, 2016).


\textsuperscript{21} Shlapak and Johnson, 2016.
Chapter 3 presents key warning themes from six events—three involving the Soviet Union and three involving Russia. These themes highlight similarities and contrasts in the crises. They show what the IC was able to provide, where it fell short, and key variables that contributed to failures in each case. They also highlight indirectly the different priorities and resources devoted to understanding Soviet or Russian capabilities and intent. While these examples may not at first seem to be connected, the themes demonstrate that certain problems persist regardless of the resources devoted to the target.

Chapter 4 details recommendations for improving warning on NATO’s eastern flank, with a primary focus on the warning-response dynamic. It examines the extent to which warning can meet the demands being placed on it and whether improvements—even substantial ones—will be capable of providing policymakers and commanders with the time necessary to develop and implement effective COAs. It also offers several considerations for policymakers and commanders regarding priorities, expectations, and the need to have realistic options that can be executed on short notice if necessary.

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the study.
To evaluate current U.S. warning capabilities, it is necessary to clearly define warning and its associated functions. Warning is often discussed as an intelligence function, with attention placed primarily on the quality of collection and analysis, as viewed against the timeliness and accuracy of the disseminated outputs. This view fails to address the importance of decisionmaking and its resultant actions in formulating appropriate responses to warnings. The emphasis on the IC’s role and the extent to which the IC satisfied or failed to meet policymakers’ needs for warning in a particular event implies that timely warning is a necessary precursor to a policy response.

However, this approach does not account for the limits of what warning can provide and the corresponding difficulties that lead policymakers to delay their decisions in the hope of added clarity, certainty, or decision space. Furthermore, it fails to address the resource restrictions that affect the range of options available. Several historical examples demonstrate that strategic surprise often results from policymakers delaying their decisions or failing to respond to developments preceding an event.1 To place warning in the broader context of U.S. and NATO force posture on NATO’s eastern flank, this study focuses on the limitations of warning that policymakers and commanders should expect and what these limitations imply for responding to Russian aggression.

Warning is a process comprising two components, one involving intelligence alerts and the other involving policy decisions and responses.2 Thus, the primary challenge should be defined as a warning-response problem, in which intelligence notification of an impending adversary action is a necessary first step but by no means an end in itself.3

This chapter outlines the first component of the problem—alerting and warning—by describing how the community has historically defined warning problems and the methodologies

---

1 Betts, 1982, p. 123; Ephraim Kam, *Surprise Attack: The Victim’s Perspective*, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1988, p. 2; Richard K. Betts, “Analysis, War, and Decision: Why Intelligence Failures Are Inevitable,” *World Politics*, Vol. 31, No. 1, October 1978. Betts, in particular, highlights several instances in the post–World War II era when policy decisions were delayed because of preconceptions about enemy capabilities, desires to pursue diplomatic outcomes, deception, and other factors. One example is the Israeli Ministry of Defense’s willingness to ignore the reinforcement and redeployment of Egyptian forces—a factor that invalidated the key Israeli planning assumption that the Israeli Defense Force could achieve a favorable force ratio with its own mobility prior to an Arab attack. According to Betts, information that contradicts prevailing perspectives, particularly those most central to major policies, must satisfy a significantly higher burden of proof to gain acceptance.


it has employed to deal with them. This information was derived primarily through identifying and monitoring key indicators in theoretical scenarios or actual events. From a warning perspective, much of the IC’s warning effort has been devoted to collecting and analyzing information related to these indicators. The chapter next examines the IC’s traditional approach to warning in general and then considers the implications for policymakers and commanders concerned with warning against Russian actions in particular.

The Traditional Warning Approach

Traditional warning methodologies have focused primarily on using indicators—“known or theoretical step[s] which the adversary should or may take in preparation for hostilities”—to identify significant changes in an enemy’s posture that might signal specific threats. Generally, indicators reflect prevailing models or scenarios for specific actions an adversary may take prior to and at the outset of hostilities. These “working hypotheses about reality” form the cornerstone for perceiving “change and discontinuity, in contrast to continuous and ‘normal’ evolutionary sequences.” Each indicator ideally represents a discrete, identifiable action that, when considered along with other indicators, might provide analysts with a body of activities that signify a materializing threat.

The IC has traditionally assumed that timely warning relies on the need to understand both capabilities and intentions. This line of thinking holds that to develop quality indicators, analysts must have insight into the types, numbers, and characteristics of an adversary’s order of battle and key weapons systems. Understanding logistics and sustainment capacity, particularly as they relate to the types of forces in a particular military, can provide analysts with an understanding of how long forces might be able to operate at particular distances. Similarly, identifying mobility and transportation capabilities can enable analysts to bound potential operating areas and develop timelines for the length of time it will take to get forces to their necessary locations. Finally, understanding an adversary’s command-and-control equipment and architecture (e.g., levels of control, degrees of autonomy, and targeting capacity) can enable analysis of the types of operations the adversary is likely to pursue.

Identifying technical capabilities, deployments, and numbers is not sufficient, however, for creating the scenarios needed to develop indicators of a particular course of action (COA). Simply focusing on capabilities for any military runs the risk of reinforcing biases or making incorrect assumptions about the types of risks adversary leaders are willing to take. Additionally, a capabilities-centric outlook may ignore other pressures driving those leaders toward actions that use their military forces in unexpected ways. Therefore, warning analysis has also

---

5 McCreary, 1983, p. 72.
emphasized understanding an adversary’s intentions, through either direct or indirect means. Direct means include reporting about the deliberations and outcomes of adversary leadership meetings and decisionmaking processes. Such reporting on a regular, sustained basis is often beyond the IC’s capabilities and access. Indeed, there is no indication that the IC had access to this type of information in any of the six events examined in this study.

Indirect reporting comes from sources such as war plans, doctrine, and exercises. Each of these sources is limited in its ability to provide insight into intentions. Understanding doctrine might provide the framework for understanding how an adversary might employ its capabilities under different conditions, and insight into war plans and the planning process might provide a clear connection into how a military would prepare and deploy for military operations once leaders have decided upon putting a plan into action. However, these types of evidence do not provide any clarity on the decision to exercise or implement them. Although indirect means of understanding intentions require significant effort, they are probably more attainable than gaining access to sensitive leadership deliberations. Monitoring capabilities and intentions provides the baseline for setting the parameters of a war problem, but the effort to define warning problems faces two challenges that go beyond the capabilities and intentions framework. These challenges concern the issue of how a nation goes to war. The first challenge is the extent to which IC analysts have considered the range of options available to an adversary and their understanding of that adversary’s decisionmaking processes and central motivations. Understanding capabilities and intentions may allow analysts to draw conclusions about plausible scenarios, but the scenarios developed by this process may conform to the analysts’ own biases. Accordingly, where possible, scenarios should be developed in light of an adversary’s doctrine, war planning, and exercise activities. Integrating this information requires long-term research. Doctrine typically is not static, particularly in the case of the Russian military. It adapts on the basis of perceived changes in the international security environment and developing trends in warfare. Awareness of these evolutions and the perceptions that underpin them should also be considered in the context of military exercises and planning. Integrating this broad body of analysis can be challenging, particularly since analysts working on doctrine and strategy issues are often focused on long-term research and less connected with current intelligence reporting. To effectively define a warning problem and the likely scenarios that it entails, the IC must dedicate resources to such long-term research and routinely use it to inform current intelligence analysis.

---

10 Grabo argues that analysts working on long-term issues, particularly doctrine and strategy, are not the same analysts who produce current intelligence products (Grabo, 2002, p. 54). The division between long-term and
Doctrinal materials generally present discussions of operational military issues. However, nonmilitary preparations for war must also be considered in scenario development. During the 1980s, a significant amount of work detailed preparations that nations with planned economies—including the Soviet Union, North Korea, Syria, Iraq, and India—took to prepare for war. The findings demonstrated that these nations began their preparations by diverting resources from the civilian economy toward the military. These diversions required governments to manage a range of activities that cut across their nations’ social, political, economic, and military life. Legal guidelines, regulations, and mobilization procedures are still integral to understanding how foreign leaders contemplating military action envision the threats and contingencies for which they have to plan. Mobilization exercises and related activities may be key elements of this process, but they do not provide a comprehensive understanding of the full scope of activities or the legal, regulatory, and procedural challenges involved. These nonmilitary factors are essential for creating scenarios and developing indicators, because they represent a set of activities that can disrupt the economy and lead to internal unrest if not managed effectively. Identifying nonmilitary preparations may help bound the types of scenarios leaders consider and the types of operations they undertake, particularly when faced with an adversary capable of escalating the conflict.

The second difficulty in analyzing how a country goes to war is based on the IC’s knowledge and understanding of how an adversary operates on a routine basis. As capabilities develop, routine operations likely will reflect new operational concepts and tactics designed around them. Similarly, adversaries also evaluate and reassess the international security environment, often seeking to identify new methods of warfare. Their assessments may also lead to changes in leadership intent as new opportunities or threats emerge and others recede. As a result, the routine operations of an adversary, particularly Russia, will adapt to new conditions. Identifying norms in activity requires long-term research and may involve historical analysis in areas where the IC has retained limited experience or expertise in its analytic workforce. Furthermore, routine operations must be constantly reevaluated in ways beyond current intelligence reporting. Specific warning problems and their associated scenarios should be dynamic and should incorporate new developments. In some cases, threats may remain fixed for relatively long time periods (e.g., North Korea, the Taiwan Strait, and Cold War Europe); however, competing territorial claims and the emergence—in some cases, re-emergence—of major powers creates a dynamic environment that challenges the IC’s ability to define warning problems and keep them current. It is thus a challenge for the IC to continuously evaluate the norms on which to base its warning
scenarios and indicators to distinguish between routine activity and anomalous patterns that may portend a specific threat to national interests.

Warning intelligence also requires dynamism, which includes collecting new types of sources that go beyond traditional intelligence reporting on military activities and incorporates sources on legal, doctrinal, and procedural developments. Dynamism also entails developing a long-term research effort that enables analysts to more readily identify changes that fall outside areas they traditionally monitor and incorporate new findings into diagnostic indicators that may better reflect leadership intent and preparation for conflict.

Organizational Influences

Accurately understanding the difficulties described above is indispensable for defining the warning problems the IC faces; however, it is also essential to consider bureaucratic responsibilities and imperatives. The predominant factors driving the efforts of IC agencies to identify and monitor warning problems are the way departmental responsibilities are set and how priorities in support of national security objectives are established. Although all of the agencies in the IC work from the same framework of national intelligence priorities, their responsibilities often differ according to their mission areas. Historically, the IC has monitored global warning problems over the full range of regional and topical issues, but after the Cold War ended, the DCI’s Task Force on Intelligence Warning noted that the IC placed an overwhelming emphasis on what was termed “big W” warning problems—major military conflict and political stability. Although the IC has made adjustments in its coverage of other issues since the task force report was issued, the Department of Defense (DoD) remains concerned primarily with warning of large-scale military operations and political instability based on its planning guidance and key mission areas. Although analysts within DoD monitor a wide range of enduring and emerging regional issues, the department’s emphasis is centered on warning intelligence to support its highest-priority planning and crisis-response requirements. Until recently, intelligence on Russia and the former Soviet Union has had relatively low priority. As a result, the IC and DoD have devoted less analytic capacity over the past 20 years to defining Russia-related warning problems.

The final critical element in the IC’s warning function has been the manner in which warning is “delivered” to policymakers and commanders. This typically has been a function of organizational and temporal factors. Because of the fluid situations that analysts monitor and report on, warning frequently occurs over a long period of time and through a wide range of IC and departmental intelligence reports. In the events examined in this report, warning

13 DCI, 1992, p. 4.

14 Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Intelligence, Joint Publication 2-0, Washington, D.C., October 22, 2013, p. I-18. This publication states that “‘emerging warning concerns’ and ‘enduring warning problems’ discuss issues relevant to national security warranting DOD leadership attention.” Enduring warning problems are “usually linked to contingency plans, which are defined and longstanding potential threats to US interests.”
developments were reported through the President’s Daily Brief, National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs), interagency intelligence Alert Memoranda, and Special National Intelligence Estimates (SNIEs). Individual agencies also have their own dedicated products, including the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA’s) National Intelligence Daily (now the Worldwide Intelligence Review), the Defense Intelligence Agency’s Defense Intelligence Notes, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff daily update briefing, and theater-specific products produced by combatant commands and the regional service components. At times, these reports agree, but frequently they do not. This range of intelligence reporting mechanisms and disagreement within the community has at times led to confusion among policymakers. As an example, prior to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, the NIO-W and his staff provided assessments that strongly disagreed with the IC’s overall assessment that Iraq would not invade Kuwait. In that case, competing analysis and products left policymakers to draw their own conclusions.

The type of warning delivered is also tied to the temporal aspects of any given threat and is thought of in terms of strategic or tactical warning. Although these terms have been defined in earlier iterations of Director of Central Intelligence Directives (DCIDs), they have not provided a significant degree of clarity for analysts or policymakers. Specifically, DCIDs on warning defined strategic warning as warning of war and tactical warning as warning of attack; however, no good definitions have been provided that allow analysts and policymakers to clearly define and understand what these concepts imply. That said, the IC’s role in the warning process is centered on strategic warning, with tactical warning identified as a military operational matter. Strategic warning—a term originally tied to an adversary’s decision to go to war and its subsequent strategic preparations to support the selected COA—is now often understood to refer to temporal conditions (i.e., early warning or notification early in a crisis), rather than to an adversary’s actions. This has led many policymakers and IC managers to associate effective response with receiving warning early in the development of a crisis. Clearly, early warning is generally more desirable than late warning; however, as historical examples demonstrate, adversary decisionmakers often do not make their decisions until relatively late in a crisis.

15 These products are both historical and current. There have been recent changes in specific product names, but the point of this list is that multiple products from several producers offer warning-related intelligence updates.
16 See Allen, 1998, pp. 36–38, for an excellent example of a case in which key IC elements did not agree in their assessments and reporting.
17 Interviews conducted for recent RAND studies on warning also highlighted cases in which some DoD analysts referred to “operational” warning. This report does not address this category because it is not defined or explained in historical or current IC or DoD policy, directives, or doctrine. The interviews highlight the fact that the term is generally used in an inconsistent and imprecise manner.
21 George and Holl, 1997, p. 5.
Scenarios and Indicators: Are We Right?

Some efforts to improve warning have focused on bureaucratic and organizational changes, most of which have not led to the anticipated improvements in the IC’s ability to warn. Other efforts have focused on improving the IC’s ability to imagine compelling and creative scenarios that might break away from the groupthink that often results from long-term focus on specific problems. Analysts examining problems over a long period of time tend to develop perspectives that frequently fail to account for changes in the adversary’s objectives, capabilities, and perceived security needs. Analyses of Russian operations since 2008 have attempted to identify new indicators that might improve the ability to identify Russia’s preparations for hostilities at early stages. Although this approach has its merits—better indicators would certainly be helpful and could lead to improved models—it could also lead to disjointed efforts focused on “boutique” or novel solutions at the expense of basic, yet still critical, research into how Russian leaders prepare for and make decisions about war. Russia’s military modernization efforts since 2008 have led to significant improvements in many areas and highlight a wide variety of operational scenarios ranging from indirect action to rapid, conventional military deployments and operations. Significant improvements have been made in the overall readiness, mobility, and command and control of Russia’s military since 2008. There are commonalities across these areas, but there have also been important divergences in objectives, force types, and operational patterns. The countries targeted in Russia’s operations raise questions about the extent to which Russian political and military leaders must prepare for outside intervention and prolonged conflict. Recent cases suggest that Russian leaders may have assessed that their actions would not precipitate either intervention or prolonged conflict; however, scenarios involving NATO allies are likely to present a different calculus.

From this standpoint, the IC faces several challenges in its efforts to develop new and effective indicators for potential Russian actions, particularly in its posture toward NATO’s eastern flank. A key issue will revolve around whether the IC has the capacity to perform the required detailed research over a sustained period of time. The sorts of detailed indicator sets used to monitor Soviet military activities in the Cold War are probably beyond the IC’s current ability to develop and monitor, due to competing collection and analytic priorities.

NIE 4-1-84, *Warning of War in Europe*, is an excellent example of an earlier, detailed indicator set in which multiple assessed COAs for a Soviet attack into Western Europe were laid out. These COAs were informed by a body of intelligence detailing Soviet planning concepts, force posture, and doctrinal concepts guiding force employment. The COAs addressed in NIE 4-1-84 included (1) an attack from a peacetime posture, (2) an attack with two fronts, (3) an attack with three fronts, and (4) an attack with five fronts. Each COA contained an IC assessment of the rationale and logic that likely would underpin the choice of it, the required preparations, and likely warning times given the extent of required preparation and the IC’s capability to monitor these activities.

In addition, the NIE discussed a broad range of military, political, and economic preparations that would accompany each potential COA. A key point raised was the impact that war preparations would have on the civilian domain. The NIE pointed out that the preparations would occur early, and the reporting on them would be incremental, leading to increased ambiguity and varying interpretations of the meaning these indicators might have for warning of war. Later, the report examined the Warsaw Pact National Defense Readiness Plan (or System) and outlined the general characteristics of peacetime-to-wartime transition processes, including national defense readiness, mobilization, economic conversion to wartime posture, and civil defense preparations. The NIE also addressed (1) increased national defense readiness, (2) threat-of-war national defense readiness, and (3) full national defense readiness and the corresponding activities that were performed in each case.

The NIE provided an overview of how the Warsaw Pact would go to war. It discussed not only the general perceptions among Soviet leaders about the likely paths to war, but also the range of civil and military preparations necessary for the Soviet Union and its allies to transition to a wartime footing. The primary areas it addressed were the Soviet decisionmaking process,
Warsaw Pact consultations, and the psychological preparation of the Soviet population.\textsuperscript{32} The report also detailed the economic, civil defense, and military preparations that would need to be undertaken prior to war.\textsuperscript{33}

This NIE demonstrates the level of detail the IC was able to develop on specific indicators for potential Soviet military operations. It reflected a level of effort in both collection and analysis that went well beyond general statements of military capabilities and the Warsaw Pact and Soviet military dispositions, and it also provided a robust discussion of those mechanisms that Soviet leaders viewed as essential for transitioning their population to a wartime footing. The scope of the COAs in the NIE was much broader than the scope of recent hypothesized future Russian operations; coupled with an analysis of how the Soviets would go to war, the COAs considered provided a means by which IC analysts and decisionmakers could understand more clearly the indicators they monitored. Although Russia and its military are not the same entities as those of the Soviet Union, the IC’s requirement for expertise, experience, and in-depth research has not diminished. This is particularly true for analytic topics central to warning, such as logistics, mobilization, and command and control.

Another key factor in determining whether the IC is currently focused on the right scenarios and associated indicators is the rapidly changing nature of the threat. The earlier, detailed work was focused on major military operations. The IC’s ability to warn was tested several times in the course of the Cold War, as the Soviets invaded Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Afghanistan. Furthermore, many of the lessons learned from IC efforts to understand how the Soviet military operated led to improved understanding of other militaries and how other nations prepare for war.\textsuperscript{34} Today’s warning challenges associated with Russia’s renewed assertiveness are more diverse and are unlikely to permit a similar sustained, in-depth focus on major military operations. One notable divergence is the speed with which Russian military reforms have occurred and the implications of these changes for the IC’s ability to warn; it must be noted, however, that the qualitative impact and novelty these changes present are at times overstated. As some analysts have argued, many areas essential to Russia’s recent operations—e.g., indirect warfare, mobilization, and reflexive control—were also prominent emphasis areas for the Soviet military.\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{32} DCI, 1989, pp. 34–35.
\textsuperscript{33} DCI, 1989, pp. 36–38.
\textsuperscript{34} Allen, 1998, pp. 33–44.
Despite the Soviet Union’s collapse and the military reforms that have been under way since 2010, earlier analyses on warning of Soviet attack demonstrate that there is a wide range of factors that Russian leaders may consider in a future conflict. This is particularly true of any operation that might involve direct conflict with NATO. Although the Soviet communist party, the Soviet state, and the Soviet military no longer exist, many of Russia’s senior political and military leaders were shaped by those institutions and may carry deeply held perceptions about the types of threats for which they need to plan. Recent use of indirect-action methods in Georgia and Ukraine highlight a certain level of conceptual, if not practical, continuity. Likewise, in considering new approaches to warning, IC analysts should consider the requirements that Russian political and military leaders will need to undertake in a wide range of potential scenarios. Russia’s recent military operations have all been below NATO’s response threshold. As such, Russian leaders could forgo certain categories of preparation that they likely would consider more carefully in a conflict with greater escalation potential, particularly one involving NATO.

Conveyance of Warning

Although it is generally understood by policymakers and commanders, a significant point must be underscored: conveyance of warning does not connote clarity. Ambiguity in many situations will persist even after an official warning is delivered. Furthermore, there is currently no single IC warning product. Sources of warning could be many reporting channels, including briefings, individual-agency analytic products, IC-coordinated products, and personal interactions. An additional complication could arise when disagreements within the IC lead to contradictory or competing analyses. Similarly, there may be competing assessments and understanding within or emanating from the policy community as well. Ambiguity and competing interests are likely to complicate warning in many situations.

The most significant consequence of the lack of unity in IC warning is that the IC does not have a product that delivers “unambiguous” warning to decisionmakers. Strategic warning, if provided at all, will likely be ambiguous, largely because nonmilitary indicators frequently are unclear, and many adversaries—including Russia—attempt to maintain this level of ambiguity through deception, operational security, and denial of information. As a result, decisionmakers are forced to reach conclusions based on incomplete and often unclear information. This dynamic has a significant impact on how we understand the limits of what warning can provide and the recommendations we might make to improve the IC’s ability to warn.
3. Warning of Soviet Union and Russian Events

This chapter provides an overview of key themes from six major warning events involving the Soviet Union or Russia during the past 50 years. The events are not summarized or analyzed individually; rather, the focus is on themes that help identify areas where the IC has had success and areas where it has been challenged. The chapter does not present a scorecard of the community’s work, nor does the discussion highlight instances in which decisionmakers did not heed warnings from the IC. Each of the events entailed some challenges that either limited or delayed the IC’s ability to warn. Several also raised questions regarding decisionmakers’ ability and readiness to respond to crisis events. This report considers the intelligence and policy issues together to show the symbiotic relationship that underpins the warning-response dynamic.1 The intelligence issues involved in each event are described, and contributing factors relevant to how the IC monitored and assessed the events are outlined thematically.2

Bias is a core concern in the development of analysts’ assessments. It is also a key element in the decision process of policymakers and commanders. Within the IC, analytic bias has long been recognized as a factor contributing to failures that occur and as a result has received considerable attention from the IC’s leading analysts.3 The themes addressed in this study are all connected to the issue of analytic bias. They include (1) Soviet or Russian activities designed to condition the expectations of outside observers, (2) the use of denial and deception to mask preparations and intent, (3) the degree to which the IC was able to attain information on Soviet or Russian activities as these crises progressed and the availability of indicators, (4) IC understanding of Soviet or Russian leadership intent, and (5) the use of indirect action as a tool to sow confusion and delay Western responses.

1 These elements are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.
2 The IC organization is intentionally not addressed in this study. Past efforts to reform the IC’s warning capability have involved reorganization and shuffling of IC responsibilities. While in many respects these changes made sense, later studies have demonstrated that they improved the IC’s warning capability only marginally, if at all. In particular, this report does not discuss recent changes in the IC’s warning structure that removed the NIO-W and dispersed warning responsibility across the IC, primarily because many current and former senior IC managers (including former NIO-Ws, their deputies, and members of the National Warning Staff) believe that these changes have not necessarily led to better or worse warning capabilities. These officials believe that changes can be successful as long as the IC maintains an appropriate level of emphasis and training on warning issues.
Themes from Warning Events

Conditioning, denial and deception, and indirect action all contribute in some way to reinforcing analysts’ biases and perceptions of reality. Betts argues that “failures may not be due just to cognitive rigidity but to the ambiguity present in any disconfirming data.” These three factors all focus on increasing the ambiguity for analysts and decisionmakers, partly to create confusion but also to slow decisionmaking and responses as observers attempt to make sense of a situation. Furthermore, they at times present information that may confirm expectations or deny information that signals preparations and intent.

Indicators and leadership intent are also areas in which analytic bias can influence the IC’s ability to warn. In the absence of data regarding an adversary’s doctrine, objectives, operational concepts, and training patterns, analysts are forced to rely on their own templates, which are most likely shaped by U.S. concepts. Indicators based on these concepts may embed biases in analysts’ minds in ways that are difficult to overcome. In particular, as new evidence regarding an adversary’s actual methods for operating becomes available, information that disconfirms earlier assessments will often have to meet a higher standard to change perceptions and estimates. Similarly, expectations of how foreign leaders will react in a given situation are often based on analysts’ expectations of rational and reasonable behavior rather than on a thorough understanding of perceptions shaping those leaders’ decisions.

The IC exerts considerable effort to combat analytic bias. For example, Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) 203 is designed to improve the quality of IC analysis. Objectivity is the first of nine analytic tradecraft standards designed to prevent analysts from being “unduly constrained by previous judgments when new developments indicate a modification is necessary.” The ICD highlights the need for “reasoning techniques and practical mechanisms that reveal and mitigate bias.” Analytic training programs, product evaluations, and the use of structured analytic techniques are all tools currently in use within the IC to address this persistent concern. The themes discussed in this chapter all likely contributed to or reinforced analytic biases in historical and recent warning events.

---

5 Betts, 1982, p. 123. See also Grabo, 2002, p. 53. Grabo points out that indicators, to the greatest extent possible, should be based on an adversary’s doctrine, practice, and plan. When information in these areas is not available, analysts must rely on other practical or theoretical considerations for developing indicators.
7 Director of National Intelligence, 2015, p. 2.
8 Director of National Intelligence, 2015, p. 2.
9 An overview of IC use of structured analytic techniques today is presented in Artner, Girven, and Bruce, 2016.
Denial and deception played a conditioning role in some of the events and is closely linked to indirect action in some instances. For this study, events have been placed in the most relevant categories, but with the understanding that some may demonstrate multiple attributes.

The events chosen to examine how the U.S. IC warned against the Soviet Union or Russia are (1) the Cuban missile crisis, (2) the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, (3) the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, (4) Russia’s invasion of Georgia, (5) Russia’s invasion of Crimea and operations in eastern Ukraine, and (6) Russia’s deployment to Syria. The central themes in these events were also present in a wider body of warning failures that did not involve Soviet or Russian operations. Additional examples are provided to help illustrate practices that have proven effective in achieving surprise.10 These examples all have commonalities that shape our recommendations for improving warning.

**Conditioning**

A key element contributing to surprise in several historical examples was conditioning, or the habituation of key activities or deployments to create in the target’s mind a new sense of normalcy.11 Conditioning activities are effective in reducing the diagnostic value of key indicators and limiting reaction time. They have factored heavily in Soviet and Russian operations since the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968. Four of the events considered in this chapter—the Soviet invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan and the Russian incursions into Georgia and Ukraine/Crimea—involved some type of activity that likely constitutes conditioning.

Prior to its invasion of Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union announced a series of Warsaw Pact exercises that would take place in Czechoslovakia and Poland in June 1968. This exercise, named Sumava, provided cover for the introduction and maintenance of Warsaw Pact forces in Czechoslovakia. Although the exercise was supposed to have ended on June 30, Soviet news agency TASS retracted its announcement that the exercise had ended to provide cover for continued troop presence.12 Subsequently, the Soviets announced a rear-services exercise covering an area from Latvia to Ukraine. The exercise involved recalling reservists,

---


11 Betts, 1982, p. 66. One prominent example is the Israeli Air Force (IAF) training activity prior to its attack on Egyptian airfields at the outset of the Six-Day War in 1967. The IAF had modified its training patterns as early as two years prior to the initial strike. This modification established a baseline of normal activity for the Egyptian military that removed what would have been a critical indicator.

requisitioning civilian transportation assets, and bringing decommissioned military equipment back on line. Additional exercise activity involved a command post and communications exercise involving Soviet, East German, Czech, and Polish forces inside Czechoslovakia that ran from late July until August 10 and an air-defense exercise that ended on August 20. The relatively lengthy period of exercise activity led the majority of the IC’s analysts to conclude that these were, in fact, exercises and not a mobilization and deployment of forces for invasion. Further, the buildup, under the guise of maneuvers, led to a “cry wolf” effect that was accentuated by routine press leaks from Western governments.

Similarly, the IC concluded that Soviet force deployments and activities prior to entering Afghanistan in December 1979 were exercises or shows of force rather than preparations for an invasion.

Recent Russian operations in Georgia and Ukraine have continued the practice of exercises serving as both signals and cover activities for military operations. In 2008, Russian forces conducted exercise Kavkaz 2008 in the North Caucasus Military District, which ran from mid-July until August 4. The numbers of forces involved in the exercise were underreported in the Russian press to dispense with any obligations to invite foreign observers. In addition, a sizable number of forces did not depart once the exercise had concluded, and they eventually were used during the invasion on August 8.

Prior to Russia’s invasion and annexation of Crimea in March 2014, several exercises took place involving multiple branches of Russia’s military. Many of the exercises were surprise inspections designed to test readiness. The sixth exercise began on February 26 and involved 150,000 servicemen, 90 aircraft, 120 helicopters, 880 tanks, 1,200 other pieces of equipment, and 80 ships. As this surprise inspection commenced, the Russian Ministry of Defense issued
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16 reports about it, each reiterating the number and types of forces involved.\textsuperscript{21} These reports also included the distances from which the forces were deployed, to emphasize their “endurance, persistence, and durability.”\textsuperscript{22} As events developed, senior IC officials were accused of not providing adequate warning, but they countered that they had regularly provided decisionmakers with updates and potential Russian COAs.\textsuperscript{23}

These examples illustrate how “routine” military deployments or exercise activity can be used as a means to cover operational intent and preparations. Successful use of such activities can reduce an adversary’s sensitivity to certain indicators. While most such exercises are nothing more than routine events, if performed over an extended period of time, they may reduce the intended target’s sensitivities and decrease the diagnostic importance of key indicators. Furthermore, these events may lead intelligence organizations to “cry wolf”—potentially desensitizing intelligence analysts and policymakers alike. Although there is a risk of overstating this effect, the more routine an activity becomes, the less it serves as a marker capable of signifying change from peacetime norms to potential threat.\textsuperscript{24}

Conditioning may also include the deployment of additional forces to a region in ways that are wholly consistent with Russia’s threat perceptions but not necessarily indicative of an impending attack. For instance, deployments of additional or supplementary air and air-defense units may reflect a heightened concern that is not connected to plans to conduct offensive operations in a designated time frame. Likewise, the addition of new ground units to the Western Military District cannot automatically be interpreted as a short-term indicator or an act of conditioning.\textsuperscript{25} Nevertheless, these types of action can condition analysts’ sensitivity and reduce the diagnostic value of key indicators.

\textit{Denial and Deception}

Denial and deception is closely linked with conditioning, but it encompasses a much wider range of activities. Denial includes “activities and programs designed to eliminate, impair, degrade or neutralize the effectiveness of intelligence collection,” while deception refers to the “manipulation of intelligence collection, analysis, or public opinion . . . with the intent of

\textsuperscript{21} Norberg, 2015, p. 50.
\textsuperscript{22} Norberg, 2015, p. 50.
\textsuperscript{24} McCreary, 1983, p. 76. McCreary argues that the “cry wolf” syndrome should not be confused with near misses, which he asserts “are mixes of accurate and inaccurate judgements, which are better termed as near misses and remote misses.” McCreary believes that both of these outcomes should be considered successes because they frequently lead to heightened sensitivity.
manipulating perceptions of policy makers in order to influence their actions and decisions.\textsuperscript{26} The impact of denial and deception is hard to overstate. It has played a significant role in many historical intelligence failures,\textsuperscript{27} including several warning events involving the Soviet Union or Russia. As in the case of conditioning, official media reporting often has obscured the actual scale of activities involved (e.g., Kavkaz in 2008), provided false information on exercise dates (e.g., Sumava in 1968), or provided cover for operational activities outside the scope of an exercise (e.g., Georgia and Ukraine).

Many of Russia’s current denial and deception capabilities consist of such traditional maskirovka (deception) activities as camouflage, subversion, sabotage, propaganda, and psychological operations.\textsuperscript{28} Recent denial and deception efforts have included the use of unmarked military equipment, cyber operations, passportization,\textsuperscript{29} clandestine infiltration of military personnel, and media manipulation. These actions may not be sufficient to comprehensively mask Russian operations, so they are generally used to delay reactions within the target state and the international community. Deception is not necessarily meant to mask all preparatory or early activities. Rather, its primary purpose is to provide an initial, insurmountable advantage by creating doubt sufficient to slow down an adversary’s reaction time. The activities do not need to be flawless or sophisticated. They need only to be good enough to create confusion.

Denial and deception activities were present in all six of the events studied here. Prior to the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, Warsaw Pact exercises were used as a cover for force movements that would later be used for the invasion itself. Analysts reported these exercises in a variety of NATO and U.S. intelligence publications.\textsuperscript{30} In its attempt to mislead the United States and NATO, the Soviet media reported that these exercises were nothing more than routine exercises that occurred every year at the same time.\textsuperscript{31} This deception was relatively simple, and later examples included similar actions. The use of exercises to mask military movements played a role in Russian incursions in both Crimea and Georgia. Furthermore, the use of special-forces


\textsuperscript{27} George and Bruce (2008, pp. 193–204) examined eight historical intelligence failures: Pearl Harbor, the Cuban missile crisis, the Yom Kippur War, the Iranian Revolution, India’s nuclear test, the Soviet biological weapons program, 9/11, and Iraq’s weapons-of-mass-destruction (WMD) program. They found that in five of the eight cases (Pearl Harbor, the Cuban missile crisis, the Yom Kippur War, Soviet biological weapons, and Iraq’s WMD), deception was a factor, and that denial was a factor in all cases.

\textsuperscript{28} Roberts, 2015, p. 1.

\textsuperscript{29} Passportization is a Russian program that gives Russian passports to foreign citizens, primarily in former Soviet territories. It has been used extensively in Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Crimea, and eastern Ukraine.


\textsuperscript{31} Davis and Grabo, 1973, p. 38.
troops in foreign uniforms (i.e., in Afghanistan) or uniforms with no insignia (i.e., in Crimea) succeeded in creating confusion and delaying responses from the targeted governments.

In the Cuban missile crisis, denial and deception efforts to hide the nature of hardware deliveries were buttressed by Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev’s assurances that missiles would not be deployed to Cuba. Although this deception eventually was uncovered, in other operations, it was effective in creating doubt and delaying reactions as operations unfolded. A particular challenge that must be considered when evaluating the IC’s warning capabilities against Russia is the extent to which U.S. and NATO collection and analytic capabilities will be able to identify deception, particularly in situations where Russian units are already forward-located and indirect warfare operations are under way. Currently, IC analysts receive limited, if any, training in countering denial and deception, and education and training opportunities to improve these capabilities are few.32

In Georgia and Crimea, Russian forces—both regular and special—also attempted to conceal their status by wearing uniforms without insignias.33 These activities were not designed to prevent detection and provide plausible deniability indefinitely, nor were they elaborate. Russia intended them to create confusion in the target countries and among potential Western responders. The U.S. and European responses were subsequently slowed as both governments and publics grappled with the events that were unfolding.

Available Information and Indicators

In each of the six events, the IC tracked numerous key indicators or events. The community was aware of abnormal levels of activity, and the activities seemed to be responding to international tensions at the time they were initiated. In each case, the information about potentially troubling Soviet or Russian activities was abundant. As discussed earlier, the IC had spent considerable time developing indicator lists for different scenarios during the Cold War. During the Cuban missile crisis, the IC concluded that the Soviet deliveries to Cuba were intended to “substantially improve air defense and coastal defense capabilities in Cuba” because the Soviets hoped to enhance Castro’s defensive capabilities and deter future attempts to overthrow his regime.34 IC analysts were able to detect the transfer of a dozen SA-2 SAM systems and their subsequent deployment to fixed sites, a dozen MIG-21s, tanks, self-propelled artillery, and Komar-class patrol boats.35 The IC’s ability to detect specific systems at the time demonstrates that the community was well aware of the military-equipment deliveries, with more

32 This conclusion was drawn from interviews with current and former IC managers conducted during other RAND projects.
33 Snegovaya, 2015, pp. 11–12.
likely to follow. But the ability to monitor these shipments and determine the types of systems being delivered provided little insight into Soviet leadership intentions regarding Cuba. In this case, the IC’s close monitoring of conventional systems presented ample information to support an alternative, reasonable conclusion that the Soviet shipments were designed to build up Cuba’s defenses.

The same largely held true for the later Soviet invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan. IC analysts were able to effectively monitor the types of forces being moved, general categories of activity, and other preparations, including mobilization efforts and logistics preparations. As in the instances of conditioning, the IC monitored military indicators based on the major exercises under way at the time.\(^{36}\) The IC also closely followed nonmilitary indicators, such as official Soviet press reports and leadership meetings and movements. It monitored the pace and frequency of key Politburo meetings held to discuss the situation in Czechoslovakia and observed the departure from Moscow and subsequent return of Politburo members in early and mid-August 1968.\(^{37}\)

In the lead-up to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, IC analysts were able to observe and monitor several similar indicators. As early as August 1979, analysts began to see activity within key units just north of the Soviet border with Afghanistan. This activity included a Guards Airborne Division engaged in specialized loading techniques with advanced military transport aircraft.\(^{38}\) The IC was also able to identify a wide range of activity that included the presence of military advisers, involved logistics, and revealed support operations that seemed to suggest either large-scale signaling or preparations for military operations. As events in Afghanistan continued to spiral out of control, there were several indicators that involved the introduction of Soviet special forces units and high-level political deliberations. Although it was aware of all these indicators, which correlated with the IC’s indicator list at the time, the IC remained uncertain about the Soviet Union’s actual role in Afghanistan’s internal political power struggles and whether its leaders were contemplating potential military options or simply signaling.\(^{39}\) This suggests that even when the IC has well-developed indicators and the capability to monitor them, the indicators can lead analysts to plausible, but inaccurate, explanations regarding the nature of the activities being monitored.

The IC also had no shortage of pre-conflict indicators of more-recent Russian operations in Georgia, Ukraine, and Syria. Despite the diminished priority of gathering intelligence on Russia—a fact reflected in the IC’s overall level of collection and analysis devoted to the Russian problem—there was a wide-scale awareness of Russian military activity during each


\(^{38}\) MacEachin, 1999, p. 22.

period. In short, the IC possessed considerable information about Russian military movements in the recent Russian aggression in Georgia, Ukraine, and Syria. The primary problem that inhibited both U.S. and NATO responses was described by former CIA Director Michael Hayden, who commented, “This is less a question of how many collection resources we throw at Russia and more broadly about the analytic challenge of understanding Putin’s mind set.” As these three events reveal, quality indicators that reflect the IC’s best knowledge of how an adversary makes decisions and operates are important. Absent these indicators, the United States and its allies would have little basis for anticipating potential conflicts and hot spots; however, even when numerous indicators are present, they are often not sufficient to reveal Soviet or Russian intentions in time to prevent surprise or enable timely policy responses.

**Leadership Intent**

In many respects, the IC is capable of identifying anomalous activities through collection and analysis. The indicators in the events studied here clearly make this point. The IC’s primary challenge in many of these situations was understanding the motivations and intentions of Soviet or Russian decisionmakers. Commenting on the IC’s assessment of Soviet ballistic missile emplacements in Cuba, Sherman Kent noted, “No estimating process can be expected to divine exactly when the enemy is about to make a dramatically wrong decision . . . we could not believe that Khrushchev could make such a mistake.” In several other situations, IC analysts and policymakers also did not conclude that Soviet or Russian activities were necessarily pretexts for military operations, largely because they had limited or conflicting information on leadership intent. As a result, they argued that Soviet or Russian interests would not be advanced by the aggressive courses of action the leaders eventually chose.

The most significant challenge for analysts remains adversary intentions, primarily because “intentions are sometimes different from what state decisionmakers will actually do.” Furthermore, most policymakers may not be able to fully predict an adversary’s emotional responses to situations in which its goals and values are changed by evolving developments. These situations highlight the difficulties Kent and the IC faced during the Cuban missile crisis—often, the logic of risk versus reward is not what analysts anticipate and is guided by a wider range of perceptions and internal drivers that are difficult to grasp.

Another dynamic that complicates the problem of understanding adversary intentions is the role played by the leaders of U.S. partner nations. In the invasions of Czechoslovakia,
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Afghanistan, Georgia, and Ukraine, the political actions of U.S. foreign leaders played a significant role in Soviet and Russian decisions to invade. Understanding adversaries is thus not the only variable influencing the ability to provide timely warning. Understanding the intentions of third-party leaders is also essential and has proven to be a difficult complication. In 2008, U.S. policymakers were concerned that Georgian President Saakashvili would feel compelled to respond to Russian activities in Abkhazia because of internal Georgian politics, most notably a parliamentary election scheduled in late May. The U.S. policymakers were hearing an increasing number of discussions through diplomatic channels indicating that Georgian leaders, including Saakashvili, were coming to the conclusion that they had to respond to Russian provocations in the near term or risk losing Abkhazia. These discussions were never official; however, they involved U.S. and European Union representatives and involved all levels of Georgian security officials, including the president. They reflected a sense of desperation and a perceived imperative to protect Georgian citizens. Russian leaders did not miss the opportunity to use these discussions to their advantage. The Russian media broadcast reports that Georgia was planning military action, and the Russian defense chief warned that there would be a war in Georgia if steps were not taken to avoid conflict.

One of the most common recommendations following a warning failure is to “improve collection.” This is often accompanied by efforts to create and monitor new warning indicators. In most cases, however, the “lack of information and warning indicators is usually not the reason for failure of estimates.” The primary analytic challenge to successful warning remains that of accurately identifying and understanding leadership intent during crisis situations. Improving IC understanding of adversary intentions is an enduring problem, particularly as it relates to warning decisionmakers of adversary objectives and planning in specific situations. Decisionmakers seeking better warning must understand the limits this long-term challenge imposes on the warning products they are likely to receive in crisis situations and the implications those limits have on their ability to respond in a timely fashion.

Indirect Action

Indirect action—e.g., intimidation, political meddling, subversion, pressure, and shows of force—featured as prominently in the earlier Soviet operations as it does today. Military forces can perform indirect actions both in peacetime, as part of nonmilitary operations such as
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peacekeeping, and in war. Most significantly, indirect and direct warfare do not exist in an either/or relationship—they can be practiced simultaneously. Indirect action was a component in two of the three Soviet events examined in this study. The Soviet coup carried out prior to the invasion of Afghanistan consisted of Spetznaz troops being inserted into Kabul in Afghan Army uniforms. As part of the operation, they seized and cordoned off key political and military facilities as other forces attacked the presidential palace. Indirect-warfare actions in Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan included the use of false media reports designed to influence or shape responses in victim countries or their allies, the use of intelligence services to foment internal dissent and co-opt corrupt leaders and security officials, and diplomatic coercion.

These operations also figured prominently in both Georgia and Ukraine. Prior to Russia’s invasion of Georgia, Moscow had developed key themes that focused on painting Saakashvili as the aggressor. Moscow contended that Saakashvili’s actions forced Russian intervention to protect Russian citizens. A key element in advancing this story was the deployment of 48 Russian journalists to the area the day before to the Russian operation. Russia also employed advanced media operations in Ukraine and Crimea in 2014. The guiding principle of these operations was to “direct the message or narrative” by controlling language; this was the “first step to the control of meaning, and the manipulation of meaning the first step in the manipulation of politics.” The subsequent employment of “political technology” encompassed a full range of media and cyber operations designed to shape public perceptions, obscure facts on the ground, and present orchestrated myths to undermine the adversary government’s control.

Russia also relied on a wide variety of nonmilitary measures in Georgia and Ukraine as part of a broader effort to discredit its opponents and set conditions that would eventually permit Russian forces to gain control with a minimum of resistance. Cyber operations played a significant role in both countries, as did the use of Russia’s intelligence services to co-opt and discredit corrupt and/or sympathetic local officials. By issuing Russian passports in South Ossetia and Abkhazia, a process known as “passportization,” Russian officials were able to claim that their intervention was primarily an effort to protect Russian citizens and compatriots.
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both Georgia and Ukraine, Russia used irregular forces and local patriotic groups to prevent the appearance of Russian involvement, create confusion among Georgian and Ukrainian security forces, and provide cover for threatening activities by disguising them as local, organic responses to the central government’s policies.57

Indirect action was an important part of Soviet operations and remains important in Russian operations. It is highly unlikely that its importance will diminish. On the contrary, its use has proven highly effective and will probably increase in the future. This presents a key challenge for warning, because it is unclear whether these actions will provide analysts with diagnostic value as indicators, particularly in cases where they may reflect ongoing activities in other areas of interest. On the surface, it would appear that they are quality indicators; however, our best insights into how indirect activities support larger operations are derived from hindsight. Further complicating their potential value as indicators is the fact that they do not appear to conform to a predictable, doctrinal template in the same manner that many military operations do. Indirect actions, such as “passportization,” cyber attacks, and influence campaigns orchestrated by Russian media and intelligence organizations, often take place over extended periods of time. Russia is conducting these types of activities today against NATO and non-NATO nations alike.58 As such, they might serve, at best, as limited tools to help analysts understand the transition from peace to war.

The Current Russia Warning Challenge

The events in which the themes outlined above were identified are largely viewed as warning failures, though not without some level of disagreement among both policymakers and intelligence analysts. On the basis of the IC’s performance in gathering intelligence on Russia since 2008—informed, in part, by statements from policymakers who are consumers of intelligence—one could conclude that there are major shortfalls in the United States’ ability to warn. This is particularly relevant in the context of potential Russian operations against the Baltics. However, several key factors raise questions about whether this conclusion is merited. There are definitely shortfalls, but the shortfalls serve to illuminate several persistent problems.

Since the end of the Cold War, and particularly since the 9/11 attacks, Russia’s importance as a national security priority has diminished significantly, and this has had an overall negative impact on the intelligence resources devoted to the Russian problem. The 2002 National Security Strategy of United States stated that “with Russia, we are building a new strategic relationship”
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and “the United States and Russia are no longer adversaries.”\textsuperscript{59} Later versions echoed partnership with Russia on key issues. Although the strategies expressed concerns about democratic reform and human rights, they did not speak of Russia as a security concern.\textsuperscript{60} The National Security Strategy characterized Russia as an aggressor and security concern only in 2015, following its annexation of Crimea and intervention in eastern Ukraine.\textsuperscript{61} By this time, the IC’s focus on Russia had diminished significantly, along with the numbers of collectors and analysts devoted to monitoring it. This fact was recognized by senior government officials, including the commander of the U.S. European Command and the deputy secretary of defense.\textsuperscript{62} Despite having limited resources, the IC was able to monitor most of the relevant Russian activities that were under way prior to hostilities. More recently, the IC has directed an increase in Russia’s priority relative to other major issues such as terrorism and China.\textsuperscript{63}

During each of the Soviet-era crises, the IC had significant collection assets and analysts devoted to monitoring the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{64} Although the IC has recently increased the personnel and resources targeting Russia to roughly 10 percent of its total collection and personnel resources, this still represents a marked decrease from the roughly 40 percent devoted to the Soviet Union during the Cold War.\textsuperscript{65} The number of analysts working on Soviet/Russian issues has fallen from 13,000 at the end of the Cold War to roughly 1,000.\textsuperscript{66} In addition, senior leaders have acknowledged a decrease in the level of expertise on Russia.\textsuperscript{67} During the Cold War, IC analysts had significantly more information available to them across a wide number of critical topics. Large numbers of analysts could analyze their data sources to identify critical characteristics that formed the basis of the U.S. government’s understanding of the Soviet threat, its decisionmaking processes, and the major processes by which the Soviet military transitioned for war. The overwhelming number of analysts and collection assets dedicated to warning of potential Soviet or communist aggression demonstrated clearly that this was the IC’s top priority at that time.\textsuperscript{68} This priority was reflected in detailed indicator lists, substantial attention to the
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Soviet Union as a warning problem, and detailed products such as the 1980 Interagency Intelligence Memorandum *The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan: Implications for Warning* and the 1984 NIE *Warning of War in Europe.* In all of the events discussed in this report involving the Soviet Union, collection and analysis were well covered. During each event, collectors and analysts with extensive experience on the Soviet target were able to monitor key political and military activities.

In several of the more-recent events involving Russia, even if the IC had reporting of the decision to invade at its earliest point, policymakers would have had limited time to formulate options, select a COA and implement it. The final Politburo decisions to invade Czechoslovakia and then Afghanistan do not appear to have been made until relatively late in the crises. After the invasion of Czechoslovakia, many IC analysts concluded that the decision to invade may have been made between two key meetings of Czech and Soviet leaders at the end of July and first week of August, approximately two or three weeks prior to the invasion.70 Similarly, the decision to invade Afghanistan likely came in early to mid-December—only weeks prior to Soviet troops crossing the border.71 In both cases, even if analysts had known of the plan at the exact moment the Soviet decision was made, the best-case warning scenario would have been a few weeks, and it is unclear what options would have been available to policymakers even if they had been given “unambiguous warning.”

Similarly short timelines between decisions and actions have characterized events involving Russia. Senior U.S. decisionmakers were informed and concerned about Russian activities in South Ossetia and Abkhazia as early as April 2008.72 Some information suggested that the Russian decision to invade was made at about that time. However, with Georgia’s close proximity and Russia’s forward force presence, any final decision to halt and reinstitute operations into those republics was on a timeline determined by Russian decisionmakers.73 Likewise, the Russian intervention in Crimea and eastern Ukraine appears to have been decided on a relatively short timeline in response to sudden and unpredictable events in Ukraine, although planning for these operations could have been carried out well in advance. As these examples—along with Russia’s Syria deployment—demonstrate, Russian decisions have followed closely on the heels of crisis events (e.g., the collapse of the Yanukovych government in Ukraine and perceived Georgian and NATO provocations). Furthermore, because of
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geographic proximity and RFAF forward positioning, Russia’s leaders can delay a decision until the situation is more critical, even if RFAF actions are discovered.

Frequently, IC analysts are expected to warn about events before an adversary’s decisionmakers have settled on a COA. As Hayden noted, it is not clear what options to prevent, deter, or dissuade Russian actions the short period of additional warning would have provided for U.S. and NATO policymakers. The same could be argued for the invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan. These considerations indicate that regardless of whether or not early warning is provided, the United States and its allies must consider viable policy options prior to any event. To present an effective deterrent, the deliberations must include resource and force-posture considerations. Absent these conditions and the corresponding national security interest, early warning will not help bolster NATO’s posture on its eastern flank.

The problem of understanding Russian intentions has likely become more difficult as a result of Russia’s current leadership and decisionmaking processes. This is not to suggest that Soviet decisionmaking was transparent—it clearly was not. However, there was a collective Soviet leadership whose meeting and deliberations could be followed to some extent. In contrast, today’s Russian leadership decisionmaking cycle is centered on Vladimir Putin and a very small circle of advisers. Their intentions are notoriously difficult to understand, primarily because they are contextual and can change on relatively short notice to adjust to new conditions or information. In this situation, the IC often is forced to rely on processes and activities that provide only indirect reflections of intent.

The IC’s ability to warn is clearly stressed. Demands have grown, and less expertise is now devoted to the countries that make up the former Soviet Union, including Russia. Over the past 15 years, priority and resources devoted to Russia generally fell behind those devoted to Afghanistan, Iraq, global terrorism, China, and the Middle East. Now, Russia has emerged as a national security priority and its military planners in multiple commands, crisis support in Ukraine and Syria, and a host of current and long-term policy issues are placing ever-greater demands on the IC’s Russia analysts. As Grabo argues in her seminal work on warning, research is the key to warning. In today’s environment, the requirement for intelligence to meet immediate needs is likely to inhibit the IC’s ability to perform the in-depth research necessary to improve warning. This is particularly the case in situations that might involve escalation, especially with NATO, but only indirect insights into leadership intent are available.

The themes of Russian aggression and the IC’s current capabilities identified in this report are not new. With more emphasis now being placed on Russia, the IC’s ability to warn would probably be improved by rebuilding the IC’s bench of experts and in-depth knowledge of Russia.
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The examples presented here should help set boundaries for what decisionmakers realistically can expect in terms of warning; however, they also highlight the need to ensure that warning remains an actual priority rather than a stated priority. Faced with demands for current intelligence, the IC often finds it expedient to sacrifice long-term research to meet immediate needs. In this context, intelligence analysis is not a “free” commodity. Devoting analytic capacity to one subject generally means that capacity cannot be used for another subject, and many areas in which warning has proven important in the past still require expertise and sustained attention.
4. The Warning-Response Dynamic and NATO’s Eastern Flank

Although “early warning is a prerequisite both for any prudent decision to act and for effective action itself,” many factors contribute to leaders’ tendency to delay hard decisions as long as possible.\(^1\) The reasons for the delays vary widely and may include perceived high risks of possible actions, the desire for more clarity in an uncertain situation, and reluctance to modify or discard policies as warning intelligence becomes available.\(^2\) Even in situations where policymakers receive early and convincing warning, they must weigh decisions and potential responses against competing priorities shaped by U.S. national interests and available resources. Events involving the Soviet Union and Russia have clearly presented questions about whether realistic courses of action were available even had unambiguous warnings been received earlier in the crises.

In the context of the current U.S. force posture in Europe and the state of NATO’s readiness, the question of whether or not the IC can provide adequate warning will remain a dominant issue. Since the last major U.S. Army units in Europe left in 2012, there has been an increasing concern with the problem of confronting potential Russian aggression in the Baltics. Recent NATO actions following the Wales and Warsaw summits indicate movement in a direction that demonstrates NATO’s increased resolve to confront the Russian threat there; however, if Russia decided to mount a major operation in the Baltics, U.S. and NATO decisionmakers would have only limited ready options. Recent war games and analysis have highlighted this challenge. In several scenarios, Russian forces are able to achieve their objectives within 60 hours. Even with significant advanced warning and acceptance by decisionmakers, the United States and its allies would have only a limited capacity to put military options into motion.\(^3\) Other studies have highlighted the threat posed by Russian anti-access/area-denial capabilities against U.S. and NATO efforts to deter and, if needed, respond to Russian military actions.\(^4\) These capabilities present significant challenges to U.S. and allied regional force projection, particularly as they relate to the early employment of NATO airpower. In addition, they complicate the ability to bring forces from outside of Europe to reinforce the limited numbers currently forward-positioned there. The ambiguity in early warning may slow the decision to deploy the NATO Response Forces, including the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force, when there is
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disagreement within the alliance on the nature of the crisis.\(^5\) It may take from days to weeks for follow-on forces to arrive, depending on the speed with which NATO decisionmakers can decide on a COA, the readiness posture of these forces, and the speed with which Russian forces can achieve their objectives.\(^6\)

Statements by senior officials in the U.S. government, including then-President Obama, verify that Russia has once again become a matter of national priority and highlight the importance of warning about activities on NATO’s eastern flank.\(^7\) NATO leaders have also announced posture changes that include the deployment of four battalions intended to deter Russian aggression.\(^8\) Political resolve, particularly among NATO allies, and future deployments may enhance NATO’s ability and willingness to respond; nevertheless, several factors make warning on NATO’s eastern flank a particular challenge. Even in the most favorable circumstances, these factors make the warning-response dynamic in the area particularly problematic.

The region’s geography and the RFAF’s physical proximity, juxtaposed with NATO’s very thin posture in the area today, present a significant challenge for warning. Because of their forward location and significant numbers, the Russians do not need to deploy large forces forward to pose a threat to the Baltic states. This situation denies the IC a number of military indicators. Furthermore, Russia’s forward forces possess significant advantages in mobility, firepower, and air defenses. Even with NATO’s upcoming posture enhancement, Russian forces have an overwhelming advantage. Preparations to bring in additional RFAF units to defend against NATO follow-on attacks likely could be undertaken either after initial operations were under way or relatively late in the pre-conflict preparations. While there may be an increase in indirect action prior to a major conventional operation, such indicators will remain largely ambiguous and difficult to distinguish from similar activities currently under way in a number of countries along Russia’s periphery.

In 2013, the RFAF reintroduced no-notice inspections, or “snap” exercises, that have since been carried out on both a territorial and a functional basis.\(^9\) These events present several difficulties for warning and have generated concern among NATO’s senior political and military leaders.\(^10\) One immediate concern is that these activities may be intended to condition U.S.
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analysts and policymakers into viewing them as the routine, normal course of Russian military activity. In several historical and recent Soviet and Russian examples, exercises have been used to mask military preparations, divert attention, and create confusion. The earlier Soviet exercises involved multiple types of forces, logistics, and mobilization preparations. Since reinstating the snap exercises in 2013, Russia has performed at least 18 of them nationwide. Furthermore, there have been multiple inspections and exercises involving the Western Military District in various capacities. During one period that began with Russia’s invasion of Crimea and ended with its deployment to Syria—February 2014 through September 2015—Russia carried out six no-notice inspections.

Russia’s revitalized strategic exercise program also presents several warning concerns, particularly large-scale military operations that may require wider mobilization and integration of nonmilitary governmental organizations. Annual strategic exercises run by the Ministry of Defense involve all organizations concerned with Russia’s military security. Past exercises have included the Interior Ministry and the Federal Security Service. These exercises regularly involve participation from all services and multiple military districts across the RFAF. Furthermore, they are designed to improve Russia’s capabilities for transitioning from peacetime to wartime. The exercises also involve more-complex scenarios involving senior political decisionmakers and military leaders. Overall, Russia’s annual strategic exercises are a concrete reflection of the military reform efforts initiated following its 2008 miscues in Georgia. Along with the now-routine no-notice inspections, these exercises demonstrate Russia’s will to upgrade the readiness of its armed forces and prepare them for a wide range of future military operations.

The final factor significantly complicating the warning-response dynamic is the regularity with which Russia has either used force or threatened its use in recent years. Such activities, along with the regularity of large-scale military exercises, leave policymakers and analysts pondering what’s next. In this context, understanding intentions becomes especially problematic for providing warning. U.S. and NATO policymakers and the IC do not understand well the potential triggers for action and the decisionmaking process that determines how and where Russia’s forces will be committed. Because of the opacity of this process, additional insight and knowledge of Russian decisionmaking will come slowly, at best. Moreover, Russian decisions
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and subsequent preparations can be tailored to counter U.S. and NATO responses. This possibility presents the classical warning dilemma: When warning is successful, the adversary modifies its behavior.\textsuperscript{17} If behavioral modifications become known, the event is considered a success; however, they frequently go undetected. In these situations, both policymakers and analysts run the risk of falling prey to the “cry wolf” syndrome, becoming desensitized, or falsely reading adversary intentions.

**Potential Areas for Improving Warning**

Although warning certainly can be improved, there are no guarantees for success. Some areas for improvement involve IC practices, while others rely on policymaker and commander decisions among the competing priorities that confront IC collectors and analysts. Furthermore, waiting for additional confirmation of Russian intentions may leave little time for policy responses that require building domestic political consensus, generating coalition acceptance, or deploying additional forces.

Generally, the IC’s most effective warning will likely be based on its own assessments of Russian leadership intent or indirect reflections of intent, both of which are often ambiguous. The following discussion presents recommendations for improving warning against Russia on NATO’s eastern flank.

**Rebuild Capacity to Obtain Intelligence About Russia’s Targets**

Recent changes in the nature of the threat from Russia have made it necessary to rebuild the government’s expertise on Russia and to gain additional capacity in areas relevant to warning.\textsuperscript{18} Current challenges stem, in part, from shifts in both collection and analytic resources as new priorities have emerged over the past 25 years. Assets that during the Cold War would have been focused on monitoring key political and military trends in Russia have been devoted to other priority areas. The numbers of Russia analysts in the IC has fallen substantially, along with the overall level of expertise and experience. Although the IC is unlikely to need the same numbers of analysts it needed during Cold War, sustained attention will be needed to identify emerging Russian military operational concepts and norms as well as order-of-battle changes. Simultaneously, with Russian forces engaged in eastern Ukraine and Syria, IC analysts must devote significant time to crisis support and monitoring, at the expense of research in areas necessary for enhancing warning. These requirements, coupled with the growing challenge of monitoring and analyzing Russian information operations and indirect-action activities in other parts of Europe, suggest that the IC may need additional capacity to maintain awareness of Russian operations over a wide geographic area.

\textsuperscript{17} McCreary, 1983, pp. 74–75.

In the absence of additional capacity to support its expanding list of tasks, the IC’s ability to provide policymakers and commanders with penetrating insight will potentially remain constrained. The shortage of analysts with expertise in areas relevant to key warning issues may slow the IC’s efforts to improve warning as new analysts are brought up to speed. These delays, in turn, may limit the IC’s ability to provide timely warning of Russian actions that negatively impact U.S. and NATO security. This is particularly true with IC managers being asked to balance increasing requirements for current intelligence (including crisis support) and the need for sustained research efforts that may pull analysts away from immediate needs.

Since analysts appear to have monitored Russian movements and disposition in recent events relatively successfully, despite the difficulty the IC has traditionally experienced with understanding adversary intentions, some might conclude that additional capacity is not needed. This argument ignores the significant transformation Russia’s military is now pursuing. Frequent and more-complex exercises are specifically designed to improve RFAF readiness and shorten response times. Mobilization and nonmilitary crisis preparations are also designed to effectively and quickly transition Russia to a war footing. These factors, coupled with an opaque decisionmaking structure and a much more aggressive posture, emphasize the need for innovative strategies to improve warning in an increasingly complex environment.

Finding new ways to gain insight into Russian intentions (either directly or indirectly) will require long-term, sustained research and in-depth analysis. This effort should include rebuilding expertise on historical precedents, legal and regulatory structures, organizational changes, procedural modifications, experimentation, and other military and nonmilitary activities that support Russian wartime transition efforts.

**Improved Indicators**

The understanding of warning must not devolve simply into a discussion of indicators. Warning entails much more than that, although well-developed sets of indicators can contribute enormously to warning success. Rigorously and systematically building indicator lists helps analysts think through the conceptual models that lie beneath their analysis of how Russia might pursue specific types of operations. The examples cited in this study demonstrate that building quality indicators requires that the IC be capable of collecting and monitoring them on a regular basis, that they are diagnostic for the warning problem they support, and that the IC has the requisite expertise to understand the nuances and differences that indicate changes from steady-state to crisis situations.

Strategies for collecting new indicators will require detailed analysis of activity patterns, technical parameters, and systemic relationships. RFAF modernization efforts and the pace of change in Russia’s military make these analyses an increasing challenge. Furthermore, tailored collection focused on key events, such as exercises or operational experiments, requires an understanding of objectives and tasking. Nevertheless, the ability to understand systemic
relationships will permit collectors to identify other means of tracking key indicators and potentially counter denial and deception efforts.

Another key element of the indicator-development process is ensuring that indicators have diagnostic value and are related to some critical function in the peace-to-war transition. Russia’s use of no-notice inspections since 2013, along with a heavy forward presence along NATO’s eastern flank, has probably made many of the military indicators that would be useful for early warning less important than they once were. This is particularly true as Russia builds readiness in top-echelon units. Even though widespread military preparations will remain necessary large-scale operations, they will require much less time in the future and will probably present a less observable footprint. Furthermore, many out-of-area preparations, such as deployment of air, airborne, and air-defense units, could be undertaken shortly before early operations begin. In fact, a rapid-deployment capability has been a key feature of recent exercises. Russia conducted 11 no-notice inspections in the first half of 2014 that included inspections of up to 65,000 servicemen and deployments that averaged up to 350 km to reach exercise areas. The largest no-notice inspection occurred immediately before Russia’s invasion of Crimea and included 150,000 servicemen and significant numbers of tanks, heavy equipment, aircraft, and ships.

While the value of some military indicators may be diminished, other areas may emerge as new possibilities. One of the key functions of annual exercises and no-notice inspections is war preparation. Detailed collection and analysis in both categories of activities could illuminate preparatory functions that must take place at the operational and strategic levels of war. In addition, because the exercises are an important element in training military staffs and political leaders, there may be key procedures and practices that can be identified and monitored. Understanding these processes and any criteria or measures of effectiveness used for evaluating readiness could provide critical nontactical indicators.

In addition to understanding the military dimensions of the Russian exercises, it is necessary to understand important crisis-management elements involving nonmilitary entities. Though these elements may not be useful for developing indicators for small operations (that presumably would not involve foreign intervention or escalation), they may have significant diagnostic value for operations potentially involving action by U.S. or NATO forces. Nonmilitary exercises could indicate essential wartime functions that are focused on ensuring internal stability and supporting key mobilization processes. In addition, they also may provide information on important civil-defense and disaster-preparedness functions.

A final set of indicators worth exploring are those tied to mobilization. Russian laws define mobilization as the process by which the Russian Federation transitions from a peacetime to a wartime posture by ensuring access to necessary logistics and infrastructure and ensuring the
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security of the civilian population.\textsuperscript{21} It must be emphasized that mobilization in this context is not limited to military mobilization. Military mobilization is an essential function—and one that entails a plethora of critical functions to manage civil-military relations—but it is not the only element of mobilization. The IC’s earlier warning paradigm was focused heavily on monitoring military mobilization. This overreliance led to significant problems and, according to one former NIO-W, contributed to several warning failures.\textsuperscript{22} Subsequent research demonstrated that many authoritarian regimes and centrally planned economies “prepare for war by first initiating measures across the spectrum of social, economic, political, and military life that divert resources away from civilian life and into the armed forces.”\textsuperscript{23} Accordingly, the potential social and economic disruptions caused by war preparations are likely to weigh heavily on foreign decisionmakers’ thinking about maintaining social stability. Understanding these nonmilitary indicators will require a wide range of expertise, but they provide improved insight into adversary intent.

Although collection and analysis of these indicators is feasible, the issues involved are less relevant to many intelligence consumers on a day-to-day basis. With limited resources, IC managers will have to consider the relative importance of perceived current intelligence requirements (particularly those not tied directly to decisions or those that simply build situational awareness) as opposed to warning.

\textit{Focused Training}

In recent years, the IC has developed many analytic training courses that are available to analysts at all agencies. These resources are essential for maintaining a professional and proficient analytic corps. However, two key areas of training, both tied closely to warning, have been cut back greatly. The first is warning training itself. When the Director of National Intelligence decided to disestablish the category of NIO-W in late 2010, the prevailing logic was that warning is a responsibility of all IC managers and analysts. Numerous current and former IC senior analysts and managers did not see this thinking as inherently problematic for warning, as long as analysts were properly trained, so warning training has been reduced significantly.\textsuperscript{24} Currently, the vast majority of IC analysts receive only a limited introduction to warning in their core analytic training.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{22} Allen, 1998, p. 1.
\textsuperscript{23} Allen, 1998, p. 3.
\textsuperscript{24} This conclusion is derived from interviews conducted during recent RAND studies on strategic warning.
\textsuperscript{25} This conclusion is derived from interviews conducted during recent RAND studies on strategic warning.
Another potential shortfall is in denial and deception training. As noted earlier, a significant number of warning failures have resulted from successful denial and/or deception efforts by an adversary. Denial and deception played at least some role in each of the six events examined in this study. Nevertheless, the IC provides very little training on how to counter adversary denial and deception, and relatively few IC analysts are trained in this area, particularly as it relates to the practice of warning. Denial and deception has been a key part of Soviet and Russian thinking. By failing to address this fundamental area, the IC is likely to face additional challenges to its already stressed warning capabilities.

**Build and Leverage Experience and Expertise**

Because the number of experienced IC analysts dedicated to studying Russia has declined greatly since the end of the Cold War, this group faces many of the same challenges as other parts of the IC in terms of experience and expertise. To improve warning, the IC should build both experience and expertise in its Russia collection and analytic workforce. Although this will not be a quick fix, it will be necessary to address this complex problem.

**More Directed Research**

The recommendations outlined here cannot be accomplished without more focus on directed research. To be useful for supporting improvements in warning, research should be focused on immediate issues that will illuminate key problems that Russian political and military leaders believe they will have to address in a crisis or wartime situation. Research on longer time horizons is unlikely to be useful for warning to most, if not all, policymakers, because of their immediate policy and security concerns.

Directed research must be focused on identifying new sources of information and new approaches to understanding Russian planning and decisionmaking. Similarly, the IC should devote additional resources to in-depth collection and analysis focused on critical processes in a range of activities, including mobilization, disaster/crisis response and preparedness, and civil defense. Improvements in this area would be helpful in identifying the types of social, political, and economic processes that are critical for transitioning from peace to war.

**Warning and Decisionmaking**

The primary focus of this study is the IC’s current warning capability and areas in which it might be improved. An additional theme that emerged from the events examined is the warning-response dynamic, particularly as it relates to perceptions about what warning will be able to
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deliver in the available decision space and time. It is unclear whether additional warning time would have allowed policymakers to develop better, more-effective policy options in many of the events. There was an imbalance in the level of interest and importance that each side (Soviet Union/Russia and the United States/NATO) assigned to the situations being monitored. As a consequence, the Soviets and Russians were much more willing to take action than the United States and NATO were to respond to it. In this sense, the policy options were limited.

In some examples, the question of force posture was also an issue. The United States and NATO would have had to significantly increase force posture prior to responding in several of these instances, so the Soviet or Russian action would have been well under way (possibly completed) and considerably more difficult to address. Recent analyses and war games have highlighted a similar situation on NATO’s eastern flank, where Russian forces are forward-deployed and overmatch their NATO adversaries. Russian decisionmakers are also in a position to make decisions that are best suited to a given situation. If their actions are discovered, they have the ability to pull back and wait for another day. If conditions are favorable, Russian forces could rapidly achieve their objectives, well before NATO could respond in a meaningful manner. Even under the best conditions, improved warning will not improve this reality on the ground. Additionally, it is unlikely that earlier warning—which is typically more ambiguous—would do little to convince allied decisionmakers who are reluctant to take action in the first place. It may, in fact, complicate allied buy-in because of its ambiguity.

Warning is essential to the time policymakers have to make decisions and the quality of those decisions. Less time and poor-quality information are likely to have a direct, negative impact on crisis decisions. Areas where policymakers can help sharpen the IC’s focus, clarify what they want from intelligence, and define their priorities and concerns are described briefly below.

Outline Priorities

Policymakers can help improve warning by clarifying priorities and providing insight into their policy initiatives and concerns. Warning on NATO’s eastern flank will remain a high priority, but in the midst of other concerns about Russia’s next moves, this priority may lag as policymakers demand more information on other problems. Although the IC cannot dedicate its resources to only a limited number of issues—it must monitor a much wider range of activities—analytic resources that might otherwise be focused on covering lower-priority issues should be devoted to identifying processes, functions, and new indicators for identifying systemic change.

In general, circumstances requiring rapid responses that may involve deploying military forces—including an attack in the Baltics—should have highest warning priority. Other responses that are more likely to lead to punitive measures, such as sanctions or support to opposition groups, may not require the same level of early warning. In fact, they may require a lengthy period for formulating and then gaining approval of a specific policy choice.
**Realistic Expectations**

If policy options are limited from the outset, there is little that advanced warning can do to mitigate the effects of an adversary’s actions. To get the kind of warning they want from the IC, policymakers must make sure they have realistic expectations about what the IC is capable of providing. As emphasized throughout this study, understanding adversary intent has been a constant challenge for the IC. The IC has been taken to task for not providing early warning in several situations in which the final Soviet or Russian COA was probably not decided until very late in the crisis. This problem was most significant where geographic proximity and force posture permitted the Soviets to make a late decision (i.e., in the Soviet invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan and the Russian invasion of Crimea). A similar situation now confronts the IC and policymakers with respect to NATO’s eastern flank. The RFAF’s proximity and already significant force posture provide Russia with a range of options that will permit its decisionmakers to employ forces on relatively short notice or when opportunities present themselves.

When IC analysts have information available that allows them to provide early warning, the information is frequently ambiguous and even contradictory. This is particularly the case when military indicators are not the primary evidence. Issues tied to Russian decisionmaking are generally fragmentary and reflect the IC’s limited understanding of adversary decisionmaking. Indicators tied to mobilization and other nonmilitary preparations could also explain a range of activities other than large-scale military activity. Russian indirect action is a primary example. Indirect activities are ongoing in several areas today. In Georgia, they were under way for years prior to the onset of the operation, and they continued after it concluded. However, detecting and attributing these activities is also a major challenge. Warning based on indicators of these types of action will generally have a high level of ambiguity, and waiting for improved certainty will increase risk for U.S. and NATO policymakers in many situations.

**Realistic Options**

The final element of the warning-response dynamic is ensuring that realistic options are considered and available prior to an event. In several of the examples discussed in this study, the range of potential responses was limited, for a variety of reasons. Earlier warning in these situations may have done little to provide more options. As a result, it is imperative that for high-priority interests that involve significant threat, policymakers must consider the available options ahead of time and plan accordingly.
5. Conclusions

Russian forces have conducted three major military operations over the past nine years and are in the midst of a major modernization effort. Accordingly, the demand for intelligence on Russia continues to grow, while policymakers and analysts discuss a wide range of potential scenarios for the future. These scenarios range from Russian meddling in the affairs of former Soviet states with limited Western ties to major operations against former Soviet states that are now NATO members.¹ The pace at which the IC is being forced to work in this region is unparalleled since the end of the Cold War. Russia’s emergence as a national security priority presents a host of new challenges to meet multiple planning and policy requirements throughout the U.S. government.

Achieving timely warning has proven extremely difficult, for a variety of reasons, in large part because of a lack of insight into Russian leadership intentions. This shortfall is compounded by Russia’s geographic proximity to many of the areas where its forces have been committed or may be committed in the future. Other factors, such as denial and deception, have also played a significant role in preventing effective warning. With other high-priority issues competing for policymaker attention and intelligence resources, the current warning posture vis-à-vis Russia arguably could be the most challenging problem facing the IC today.

The themes discussed in this report involve several cross-cutting issues that have challenged the IC, regardless of resources or experience. These themes suggest that persistent problems, including Russian leadership intent, place limits on what the IC will be able to warn about on a consistent basis. The themes also demonstrate that while developing and monitoring indicators are important parts of the warning process, they have not always led to success, and they provide no guarantee of improved warning in the future. In each of the events discussed in this study, the IC was aware of indicator-based activities just prior to hostilities. When it came down to a final assessment, however, the IC misjudged or lacked insight into Soviet or Russian willingness to undertake the courses of action the leaders chose. In each instance, the IC’s judgments were reasonable. In Afghanistan, archival records from Soviet Politburo meetings showed that some members argued against an invasion and raised many of the same points the IC used in concluding that the Soviets would not invade. In the end, these arguments did not prevail, and Soviet forces invaded.

Despite the recurring challenges, warning can be improved. The recommendations presented in Chapter 4 are an important start. By developing the IC’s expertise and analytic capacity, IC analysts and collectors could more effectively tackle the toughest intelligence needs associated with warning. Improved analytic capacity and information would enable the type of in-depth research that is currently so challenging for the IC because of its current personnel shortages and increasing workload. Achieving the needed improvements will not be a short-term endeavor. Success requires time and sustained focus, even when demands for current intelligence routinely emerge. With limited IC resources currently dedicated to Russia, most collection and analysis will focus on issues demanding immediate attention. This translates into a day-to-day emphasis on producing current intelligence at the expense of the types of in-depth research necessary for improved warning. Senior-leader statements and the need to deal with Russia’s reprioritization indicate that more people and capabilities likely will become available. DoD’s emerging strategic initiative on Russia is designed, in part, to help rebuild expertise in the IC and the department.\textsuperscript{2} Over the near to mid-term, other programs may introduce additional projects that will support decisionmakers’ warning needs.

Rededication of Cold War–level resources to the Russia problem is unlikely, particularly in light of the multitude of competing priorities. It also is not necessary, with today’s advanced collection technologies and information systems and tools supporting analysts. While Russia’s recent actions may threaten U.S. and NATO interests, they do not constitute the same level of threat the Soviet Union posed, from a variety of perspectives. Nevertheless, analytic effort should be dedicated to research to improve the IC’s current indicators, develop better understanding of key civil-military processes and functions necessary for transitioning to war, and rebuild the experience and expertise on Russia the IC has lost over the past two decades. Clearly, these changes would not in themselves solve all the warning problems. They could, however, put an already stressed IC in a position where its prospects for successfully warning policymakers and commanders will improve with time.

Improved warning will do little without an enhanced U.S. and NATO forward presence. This is particularly true regarding NATO’s eastern flank. Russian forces possess significant advantages, and the time between a Russian decision and the beginning of operations could be short—as little as two weeks or less. With Russia’s efforts to improve the speed with which it can mobilize and deploy its forces, these timelines are likely to become even shorter in the future. In areas where there is an already overwhelming Russian advantage, increased warning time will be highly unlikely, and marginal warning improvements will offer little value to policymakers and commanders. Bolstering U.S. and NATO posture will remain the best option for deterring future Russian aggression in the Baltics.
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Since 2008, Russia’s military has embarked on an extensive modernization program designed to overcome shortfalls in readiness, competence, sustainability, and deployability. These and changes in logistics and operational capability have raised concerns about the Intelligence Community’s (IC’s) ability to warn of future Russian aggression. Achieving timely warning has proven extremely difficult, for a variety of reasons, in large part because of a lack of insight into Russian leadership intentions. This study examines six Soviet and Russian events that occurred in the past 50 years to highlight themes that pertain to current concerns about aggression on NATO’s eastern flank. It addresses developments that have shaped warning since the fall of the Soviet Union and the beginning of Russia’s military modernization efforts, including a decline in Russia’s priority for U.S. policymakers and the IC effort devoted to it. It identifies continuity in Russian operational practices and IC challenges and distills the findings into recommendations for improving warning, including increasing analytic effort to improve the IC’s current indicators, developing better understanding of key civil-military processes and functions necessary for transitioning to war, and rebuilding the experience and expertise on Russia the IC has lost over the past two decades.